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Backside illuminated thinned CCDs have the highest response in the UV and blue spectral 

region. Their use in detectors is limited due to the instability of the CCD. A low 

e 

temperature oxide nearly 30 A thick is grown on the acid thinned backside to tie up 

dangling bonds. The oxide carries fixed positive charges that attracts and traps 

photogenerated electrons. A permanent and stable backside charging procedure is 

necessary to create a negative bias that will drive electrons to the frontside collection 

wells. We have shown chemisorption charging to be a novel method to permanently 

charge CCDs. The catalytic nature of certain metals are exploited to chemisorb oxygen as 

negative atomic species at the metal/ oxide interface. Charging is shown to occur by 

depositing a thin film 10 A of platinum on the backside. No tunneling occurs because of 

the thick oxide. The Passivated Platinum Film (PPtf^ which utilizes a hafnium oxide 

antireflection coating to passivate the platinum is an effective process, but it is sensitive to 

the environment and discharges quickly upon hydrogen exposure. A silver catalytic 

coating is shown to be far superior to other charging techniques. Silver irreversibly 

chemisorbs oxygen and hydrogen is not dissociatively adsorbed except at temperatures < 

100 °K. High quanmm efficiencies have been recorded for the UV - blue ranges. A slight 

drop is seen at cold temperatures due to interaction of water with oxygen to form 

hydroxyl ions. No change in QE is seen upon exposure to hydrogen or during outgassing. 

Silver is also one of the most transparent metals and easily deposited by evaporation. We 

therefore have developed a charging process which is nearly ideal for CCD imaging. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The introduction of Charge-Coupled Devices(CCDs) in 1970 generated an enormous 

worldwide interest and activity in virtually every major semiconductor laboratory [Boyle 

& Smith 1970, Amelio et al. 1970]. It was partly the background of MOS technology and 

expertise built up during the 1960s and partly the promise of a device that appeared to be 

deceptively simple to fabricate and suitable for a variety of applications. The essence of 

the scheme proposed was to store minority carriers in a spatially defined depletion region 

(potential well) at the surface of a homogeneous semiconductor [Engeler et al. 1970] and 

to move this charge about the surface by moving the potential minimum. MOS capacitors 

are ideally suited for this application. CCDs are basically an array of MOS capacitors. 

They can store and transfer analog charge signals- either electrons or holes- by applying 

appropriate voltages to the gates of the respective MOS capacitors. They can be used as a 

shift register, a memory, a signal processor and an imager. It is however only in the 

imaging field that CCDs find their main application today. 

CCDs have found widespread acceptance in numerous scientific and industrial 

applications. Its ability to register almost every photon that strikes it over wavelengths 

ranging from the x-ray to die near infrared makes it extremely useful as both an imager 

and a spectrometer [Mackay 1985, Janesick et al. 1987]. CCDs are slowly being pushed 
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to their theoretical limits for scientific applications. The quantum efficiency is the ratio of 

the amount of light that is usefully imaged divided by the amount of light that is incident 

on the detector. The human eye has a QE of 1 % in the visible range only. The most 

sensitive photographic emulsion has a 20 % QE in the visible range. The quantum 

efficiency (QE) of CCDs can reach close to theoretical values ~ 98%. Photons can be 

detected from the X-ray to the IR range by judicious use of antirefiection coatings and 

filters. 

CCDs are the detectors of choice today because of these reasons; 

1. High Quantum Efficiency, nearly 100 % in the visible and near IR 

2. Large spectral range 

3. Large dynamic range; very bright and very faint objects can be viewed in the same 

frame 

4. High Linearity; can be easily digitized and stored 

5. High Charge Transfer Efficiency 0.99999; very few electrons are lost during shifting 

registers 

6. Low Noise; -1-6 e" rms 

The main drawback of CCDs is the low resolution dictated by the size of each pixel on the 

detector. Typical pixel sizes today are around 10 |im for a 3 phase CCD. The high 

Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) of the CCD is due to the improved high quality silicon 

grown today with minimum bulk state traps. Although charge packets of a few electrons 
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can be transferred, the CCD is unable to read the charge accurately because of the 

relatively high noise inherent to the sensor's on-chip amplifier. Efforts are directed to 

break the 1 e' noise barrier so that the high CTE can be fully exploited. For low light level 

applications, CCDs are operated at cold temperatures to reduce thermal generation of 

electron-hole pairs. The speed limitation of the CCD is theoretically limited to the 

electron mobility but practical devices are operated at the 20 - 40 MHz speed. Because of 

the shift register nature of CCD devices, the data is block oriented rather than random bit 

accessed. For very large arrays, data access is slow and the storage space needed is high. 

CCDs are often binned during collection to speed up the imaging process. 

Typical CCD specifications for present day devices are as given in the table below. 

Table 1.1 : General CCD Specifications 

Read Noise 1 -6 e" rms 

Dark Current 10 eV pixel/ hr. at -90 °C 

Full Well Capacity 150,000 e" /pixel 

Linearity < 1 % non-linearity up to full well 

An n-channel Bulk-channel CCD consists of an n-island in a p-type substrate with an oxide 

and a series of gates. When the n-region is typically a few microns thick and formed by 

epitaxy, the device is generally called a peristaltic CCD. When it is very shallow, typically 

on the order of one micron, and formed by ion implantation, it is called a buried channel 



CCD [Walden et al. 1972], Most of the CCDs that we work with are buried channel 

CCDs. The skeletal structure of a 3 phase CCD is as shown in Figure I.l (a). Three 

gates are used to ensure unidirectional transfer. The three gates together comprise a pixel. 

When the n-buried channel is reverse biased with reference to the gates and the p-

substrate, the n-layer is totally depleted. A potential minimum is created in this region. 

When charge is introduced, it is stored as majority carriers (electrons) under the gate with 

the greatest bias voltage as shown in Figure 1.1 (b) [Dieter 1987]. The charge is not 

located at the surface but resides in the bulk. This results in very high charge transfer 

efficicency as there is no interaction with interface states as in surface channel CCDs. 

1.1 Backside liluminated CCDs 

Radiation incident on CCDs operated in the front illuminated mode must pass through the 

frontside gate structure before being detected. This gate structure is composed of an 

electrical conductor (either aluminum or commonly polysilicon) and various oxide/ nitride 

insulator levels. Polysilicon which has optical properties similar to crystalline silicon, 

absorbs almost all light below 4000 A. Hence there is little or no response in the UV to 

the blue range. Reflection losses are also high and nearly 40% is reflected. Front 

illuminated CCDs therefore have QEs ranging from 40-50 % in the visible to the ER range. 
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Figure 1.1 (a): Skeletal structure of a three phase buried channel charge 
coupled device, with the n-channel on a p-epitaxial substrate. 

> 0, = 0, 

I 

Charge 
(majority carriers) 

Figure 1.1 (b): Charges are shifted from one pixel to the next by clocking 
adjacent voltages higher. At least three phases are required for 
unidirectional transfer. 
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Also multiple reflections at the gate-insulator-semiconductor sandwich makes the response 

less uniform. 

The useful spectral range of silicon is upto its bandgap which is 1.05 eV [Muller & 

Kamins 1990, Sze 1981]. To fully avail of the benefits of backside illumination, the device 

has to be thinned to eliminate losses due to absorption. The device is thinned upto the 

epitaxial region to avoid loss of carriers due to recombination in normal lattice structures. 

Herein we will present a brief description of the thinning process at the Steward 

Observatory, CQD Lab. The fabricated devices usually have an epitaxial layer of 20 fim 

and a p"^ layer of nearly 200 mils or 500 |im thick. The backside is thinned till the final 

epitaxial layer is only 10-15 ^m thick. The p" layer of the CQD is first lapped down to 

250 |im to speed thinning and also to provide a flat surface for the following acid etching 

step. Preparations prior to acid etching involves bump bonding a lapped CCD to a silicon 

substrate to provide a mechanical support and also temperature coefficient match. Epoxy 

is underflowed to further strengthen the structure and eliminate air gaps. A standard acid 

etching solution of hydrofluoric, nitric and acetic acid is used to thin the thicker p"" layer. 

The p-epitaxial layer serves as the etch stop. An epitaxial etch is used to further etch the 

epi-layer to nearly a thickness of 15 |j,m. Some of the devices are ultrathinned to 7-10 |im 

to improve the resolution of the device. The thinned CCDs havevery good uniformity (-1 

Hm peak to valley) and also yield very polished and clean surfaces [Lesser et al. 1992]. 
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1.2 Backside Potential 

After the thinning process, the devices show a freshly cleaved silicon surface. Assuming 

an atomic density of lO'^ /cm', there are close to that many uncompensated dangling 

silicon bonds that contribute a strong attractive force to any electron in the vicinity. The 

strong positive field, due to the silicon dangling bonds traps any photogenerated electrons 

formed close to the surface [Balk 1988]. An oxide is grown on top to compensate for the 

dangling bonds. However, the oxide carries fixed positive charges that create the same 

problem but of a lesser magnitude. The quantum efficiency of a backside illuminated CCD 

at this stage has a QE less than that of a front illuminated CCD. Backside charging is 

necessary to create a field in the backside that will force electrons to the active frontside 

electrodes of the device. 

When light enters the CCD, it creates minority electrons which are free to drift in the 

direction of the field. In the Figure 1.2 is shown the absorption length (distance over 

which l/e of incident photons are absorbed ) versus wavelength of incident light in silicon. 

Silicon is capable of detecting radiation of all wavelengths shorter than its energy band gap 

edge near 1.05 p.m [Beadle et al. 1985]. Throughout this broad spectral range, absorption 

properties vary tremendously. The absorption length is 80 ^m at X = 1 p.m whereas at A. = 

0.29 |xm, the absorption length is a mere 40 A. This indicates creation of photoelectrons 

very close to the surface for the UV to blue range of incident light. For wavelengths with 
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Figure 1.2 : Absorption coefficient of light in silicon. 



short absorption depths, electrons are formed close to the backside. Very high quantum 

efficiencies can be obtained with a thinned back illuminated CCD if a negative electric Field 

can be created in the backside. A highly sensitive CCD is one in which all of the 

photogenerated electrons are collected and useful for imaging. 

Much work has been done thus far towards understanding the backside of the CCD. 

Methods have been suggested to charge the backside of the CCD so as to create a 

negative field or an accumulation condition in the p-silicon. The following sections are 

devoted to a brief description of each of these methods. The easiest way to achieve this is 

by introducing negative charges at the backside. Though this seems like a fairly easy step, 

the following restrictions or stipulations make the task a difficult one. 

1. Temperature of processes restricted to melting temperature of Indium or Al-Si 

eutectic point used in flip chip bonding. 

2. Semiconductor quality oxides are usually grown at temperatures close to 1000 °C. 

Such high temperatures cannot be used in our process. 

3. Electrical biasing needs a metal gate on the backside which should be transparent in 

the useful spectral range. 

4. Plasma or other high energy processes will destroy the static sensitive and surface 

sensitive thinned CCD. 

An initial step to compensating for the dangling bonds, as already mentioned, is to grow 

an oxide. The oxide on the backside is therefore restricted to a low temperature steam 
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oxide due to the thermal budget explained earlier. A silicon dioxide grows on the 

backside naturally due to contact with air. This oxide is of poor quality and in no way 

comparable to high temperature oxides grown during standard fabrication procedures 

[Kern 1990, Wolf 1993]. The Si-0 structure does not successfully tie up all the dangling 

bonds. The uncompensated silicon is reflected as positive charges in the oxide and is of 

the order of - lO'^ /cm". An important part of the work done at Steward Observatory has 

been to produce a good quality low temperature steam oxide [Lesser 1993, 1994]. High 

temperature oxides still have ~10'° /cm" fixed oxide charges which contributes to a dead 

layer or depletion region of - 50 A in the adjoining p-silicon as pictured in Figure 1.3. 

This creates a positive field that will attract negative charges to the backside where they 

will be lost to recombination. Any photogenerated electrons trapped near this dead layer 

has a high probability of being trapped in the backside instead of being collected under the 

frontside gates. It is imperative that to improve the QE of short absorption depth photons, 

one has to eliminate the dead layer or annihilate the positive trapped charge. 

CCDs have been used successfully for high resolution imaging of visible light and of X-

rays and extreme ultraviolet, eg: for photon energies between 15 keV and 100 keV, but 

the astronomically important UV region between about 750 A and 4000 A has not been 

directly accessible to CCDs due to their short absorption depths. Backside charging 

techniques are therefore necessary to make collection in this wavelength range more 

efficient. 



SiOj p-epi Si 

Figure 1.3 : Backside depletion well due to Hxed positive charges in the oxide. 
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The following techniques have been suggested to solve the issue of backside charging but 

none of the solutions yield either a permanent or a stable solution. 

1. UV Flooding 

2. Nitric Oxide treatment 

3. Corona Charging 

4. Transparent Metal Gates 

5. Flash Gate 

6. Ion implantation 

7. Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

1.2.1 UV Flooding 

To charge the backside of the CCD entails populating the back surface of the oxide with 

negative charge or electrons. Photo-excitation by ultraviolet light is the simplest way to 

extract electrons from the silicon valence band and conduction band. The electrons tunnel 

through the thin oxide to the back surface where they adsorb onto oxygen molecules. For 

UV flooding to be successful, an oxygen ambient, either air or dry oxygen is mandatory 

[Janesick ef fl/. 1985]. 

The energy difference between the conduction band of silicon and SiOz is 3.15 eV and 

corresponds to a wavelength of 2900 A. However, since the population density of 

electrons in the conduction band of silicon is not too high, the time required for charging 

is very high. Photons with X < 2500 A are required for the transition from the well 
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populated silicon valence band to the Si02 conduction band (4.15 eV). Simple gas 

discharge tubes of mercury, cadmium or zinc produce radiation in suitable amounts for 

charging CCDs in a few minutes. These lamp emit mainly in spectral lines at 2500. 2290 

and 2140 A, respectively. 

For UV flooding to work, there must exist a trapping mechanism to keep the electrons on 

the backside of the oxide. An oxygen ambient is necessary for this process. Oxygen 

readily adsorbs to the oxide surface when a free electron is provided. 

0,+ e~ <=> o; 
( 1 . 1 )  

0+ e' <=> O' 

Figure 1.4 shows the charging sequence by which the adsorbed oxygen eventually pins the 

surface. Holes are also photogenerated. Since the mobility of holes are significantly less 

than that of the electrons, they do not migrate to the backside as readily and a net negative 

charge is thus achieved [Goodman 1996]. Several discharging mechanisms are in play 

including electron-hole recombination that make this process at best, a temporary solution. 

Reaction with water vapor also reduces the charge. Figure 1.5 shows the QE response of 

a UV flooded device with the decay characteristics. However, a UV flooded device can 

be maintained under vacuum for a practically long duration, namely a ground 

based telescope observing run. Very high QEs are maintained with a device kcpi cold and 

under vacuum but a return to ambient conditions accelerates the discharging process. 

Therefore, it is not a permanent solution and its success is very dependent on the ambient 

and more so, the surface properties. 
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1.2.2 Nitric Oxide Charging 

The concept of UV flooding with the help of an oxygen ambient is extended to the 

investigation of gases when absorbed onto the silicon surface; naturally produce acceptor 

states without need for a UV treatment. In the case of exposure to NO gas, the electrons 

appear to come from the silicon via tunneling through the thin (16 A) native oxide. 

Evidently, the NO trap level is below the Fermi level while the oxygen trap level is not. 

Nitrous oxide, however is an extremely poisonous gas; inhalation of a small dose (< 300 

ppm) is considered lethal. It is also a strong oxidizing agent. NO has also been found to 

be corrosive to some dewar materials, particularly copper. NO charging is not a 

permanent solution and suffers from the same drawbacks as UV flooding [Janesick et al. 

1985]. 

1.2.3 Corona Discharge 

It was found [Janesick et al. 1985] that a corona discharge from a filament at -2000 V, 

placed approximately 6" from the CCD deposits electrons directly onto the surface of the 

CCD. Oxygen adsorption is necessary as in UV flooding for the charge to be stabilized. 

The charging takes place in a matter of seconds. Care must be taken not to cause 

punchthroughs in the native oxide. This process is similar to UV flooding in every way, 

except that it can be more damaging to the CCD due to high electrical discharges. Corona 

charging is again only a short time solution. 



1.2.4 Biased Gate Technology 

A transparent conductive gate with a small negative potential or electrical bias could 

permanently solve the surface problem. The Indium tin oxide (ITO) process is a 

concepuially simple process. A silicon monoxide or other insulating layer is grown on the 

backside prior to ITO deposition. This serves the dual purpose of an insulating sandwich 

so a bias can be applied and also an antireflection layer. Typically about 7 nm of ITO is 

evaporated onto the CCD. The temperatures in all these processes are restricted to the 

melting temperature of Indium used in most of these packages (-155 °C). The quality of 

the oxides are thus not comparable to the high temperature semiconductor oxides. Since 

the ITO absorbs in the UV, the coating is kept as thin as possible. After the ITO 

evaporation, a bias voltage is connected using a small spot of flexible conductive epoxy, 

contacted by a thin gold wire. The CCD is then annealed for an hour or so at 140 °C. 

The ITO process has been successful in improving the sensitivity in a number of CCDs 

without the use of a UV flood. The bias levels required for these devices is typically -0.6 

volts. The ITO has excellent transmission in the visible. The poor quality of the 

underlying insulator usually results in charge leakage that renders the process unstable. 

The high UV absorption makes it less desirable for use as a transparent coating since the 

goal is to obtain high blue and UV quantum efficiency [Robinson et al. 1992]. 

1.2.5 Flash Gate 

The flash gate process [Janesick et al. 1986] shows promise in solving most of the 

aforementioned charging problems. Electron tunneling is exploited in this process by 

depositing a high work function metal on top of the native oxide to charge the back 



surface. Electrons can easily tunnel from the p-epi silicon layer through the native oxide if 

the oxide is < 30 A. The surface of the semiconductor would then be accumulated and the 

field directed so as to drive electrons to the frontside as in Figure 1.6. The higher the 

work function of the metal, the greater will be the band bending and hence the field 

produced will be high. The metal deposited has to be very thin, in the order of 1 to 2 nm 

so optical absorption can be kept to a minimum. The quality of the oxide is of particular 

concern in this case. The flash oxide grown by Janesick is known to have lO'" /cm" 

positive charge. A voltage drop of around 0.1 V is calculated for these charges. Also 

there is the drop due to the dielectric. From Section 2.5 in chapter n, it can be seen that a 

voltage of at least -0.35 V at the gate is necessary to fully charge the device. 

Janesick successfully tested Pt. Ni and Au and found them all to work [Janesick et al. 

1987]. Figure 1.7 is a chart of work functions of clean metal surfaces. It can be seen that 

most of the metals with work function higher than that of silicon are transition metals. 

Albeit the ingenuity of the technique, there are still stability issues with regards to these 

metals. Gold is known to diffuse quite rapidly and nickel oxidizes strongly upon exposure 

to the ambient. Platinum shows the highest QE response as expected. Unfortunately, it 

has been seen that there was an accelerated drop in QE upon exposure to hydrogen. 

Vacuum outgassing in a dewar also discharges the device, but the process is much slower. 

To ensure success in the flash gate process, the surface should be protected from the 

ambient. Improvements have also to be made in the quality of the oxide. A bad quality 
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oxide can carry enough charges to compensate for the work function difference without 

causing the silicon bands to bend. 

1.2.6 Ion Implantation 

In general, all the above techniques appear to be limited by the necessity to carefully 

control oxygen adsorption/ desorption and charging from effects of the ambient. [Stem et 

al. 1989] Work has been done on accumulating the surface of the backside through ion 

implantation of a highly doped boron layer. The profile of the implant has to have a steep 

negative slope to achieve a high field. The positive charges in the native oxide will cause a 

dead layer or a depletion region in the implanted segment. Doping densities in the order 

of lO'^ /cm* are necessary to produce insignificant dead layers of around 10 A.[Stem et al. 

1987] Ion implantation follows a gaussian profile. The first half of the profile has to be 

carefully etched away as the field here is directed towards the backside [Bosiers et al. 

1986]. The implanted layer is typically produced with boron ions at an energy of 10 keV. 

The range is calculated to be 333 A. Therefore, the etch-back procedure has to be 

accurate to thin down to approximately 171 A and ensure good surface quality and 

uniformity over the device. Another disadvantage of the process is that ion implantation 

leaves the silicon lattice damaged. Annealing procedures require high temperatures which 

are not beneficial from the standpoint of the already explained thermal budget imposed by 

indium and aluminum. Also redistribution of the dopants may flatten the delta profile 

thereby reducing the field and increasing the dead layer. To exercise control over so many 

parameters is a difficult task and hence the production of ion implanted CCDs is not a 
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practical solution from a yield and economical standpoint. It is also seen that the QE of an 

ion implanted device drops steadily at colder temperatures. 

1.2.7 Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

Low tempereature MBE is used to grow epitaxial silicon on the CCD back surface with a 

thickness of only a few atomic layers, containing an extremely high concentration of 

p*-type dopants. This creates a permanent field that forces photogenerated electrons to 

the frontside gates of the CCD [Hoenk et al. 1992], 

Ion implantation damages the lattice and leaves many of the dopant atoms in inactive sites 

in the lattice, post-implantation annealing is usually required. Accurate dopant profiles 

and high stability of the p^ layer are easily obtained using the Molecular Beam Epitaxy 

process. No post annealing is required. The sample is heated to nearly 450 °C before 

growth. 

MBE successfully pins the backsurface permanently. No QE deterioration was observed 

temporally or after severe temperature cycling. Compatibility of AR coating deposition 

procedures has also been demonstrated [Hoenk et al. 1994]. The main drawback of MBE 

appears to be its high temperature and ultraclean processing requirements. 
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1.3 Chemisorption Charging 

In the current work, we demonstrate a novel method for backside charging of CCDs 

which involves irreversible chemisorption of oxygen ions on a catalytic metal surface. The 

catalytic metal is evaporated on the backside and the negative voltage created by 

chemisorbed oxygen ions on the metal/ SiO: interface charges up the CCD. It is extremely 

stable in varying ambients and with temperature, and can be easily applied to any back 

illununated CCD after thinning, independent of manufacturer. 

The following chapters will explain the theory behind chemisorption of gases on metals 

and how the principles of gas sensors is adapted for charge coupled devices. The 

reasoning behind the choice of metals that suits our specifications is clearly described. We 

have experimented with several metals, in particular, platinum and silver and have found 

silver to be a superior choice on all counts. A new theoretical approach is proposed for 

explaining the charging mechanism which depends on uncompensated free charges instead 

of a dipole sheet at the metal /oxide interface. Calculations have been given to justify the 

approach. 
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKSIDE CHARGING 

Accumulating the CCD backside helps create a negative field which will direct 

photogenerated electrons to the frontside of the CCD where they will be collected. There 

are several ways of accumulating or charging the CCD backside as described in the 

previous chapter. Our calculations and theory relate mainly to the surface charging 

effects, namely processes like 

1. UV Flooding 

2. Flash Gate 

3. Nitrous Oxide Treatment 

4. Chemisorption Charging 

This chapter will explain the theoretical constructs for backside accumulation of CCDs. 

For a given charging voltage, we will calculate the potential distribution with distance into 

the backside oxide and silicon. A linear drop is typical in the oxide dielectric and an 

exponential decrease is expected into the silicon. Calculation of the gradient of the 

potential at each point will give us the field. The critical field required to overcome the 

tendency of the electron to diffuse to the backside is defined in Section 2.2. We will 

calculate the potential required to produce the critical field. The sections following will 

deal with the Si/ Si02 interface and their influence on the MOS properties. Finally Section 

2.5 shows graphs of the gate voltage required on the backside to accumulated a CCD 
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device. The effect of intermediate layers of silicon dioxide and antireflection coating on 

the gate voltage is also considered. 

2.1 Field and Potential in tiie Semiconductor surface 

The backside of the CCD is made of p-epi material, the resistivity of which ranges 

anywhere from 10 Q-cm to 250 Q-cm. We will assume a resistivity of 10 ii-cm to be 

consistent with our calculations and also for comparison with previous work [Janesick et 

al. 1985]. This corresponds to a doping of 1.5 X lO'^ /cm\ In this section the relations 

between the potential, space charge and electric field are introduced. As explained in the 

previous chapter, an oxide is grown on the backside to passivate the surface. The 

backside of the CCD can be thought of as two thirds of a MOS with a thin silicon dioxide 

film on top of the p-epi silicon to tie up the dangling bonds. The device is a buried 

channel CCD and utilizes a phosphorus implanted n-buried channel on the frontside. The 

ideal potential profile through a thin back illuminated CCD is show in Figure 2.1 

[Janesick et al. 1989], Photogenerated electrons on the backside are driven towards the 

frontside due to the field gradient produced by the backside gate. Collection of electrons 

takes place in a potential well located away from the oxide interface. This is typical of a 

buried channel CCD, where the charge location is moved away from the surface into the 

n-channel where it no longer interacts with surface states. The Fermi level, which is the 

electrochemical potential, depends only on the properties of the crystal and remains in its 
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position despite band bending. A representative energy band diagram of a basic back 

illunninated CCD is illustrated in Figure 2.2. 

We plan to calculate the effect of a voltage applied on the backside of the CCD. In order 

to calculate the potential and field distribution as a function of distance into the CCD, we 

need to start with Poisson's equation. This equation relates the charge density 'p'. electric 

field and potential '0' as a function of position 'x' inside the semiconductor and is 

described by the following equation [Sze 1981, Pierret 1983, Wolf 1990]. 

d (p P ^ /I 1 \ =  -  — =  -  — ( p - n  +  N p .  - N  .  )  ( 2 . 1 )  
dx- dx e, e, DA 

where £, is the permittivity of silicon. No and Na are the donor and acceptor 

concentrations and p and n are the hole and electron densities respectively and are 

evaluated using the standard expression; 

( E , ( * ) - E F1 /  , ,  , ,  

p  =  n , e  =  n , e  ( 2 . 2 )  

where ni is the intrinsic carrier density, E, the intrinsic energy and Ef is Fermi energy. 

U is defined as the normalized form, where, 

I T  =  [ E , ( b u l k )  -  E , ( x ) ]  ̂  0  p  2 )  
k T ~ k T /q 

Due to charge neutrality and uniform field conditions in the bulk, 

p  =  0  a n d  U  =  0  i n  t h e  b u l k ;  

.. p = 0 = p buiij — n bulk N D - N 
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Substituting values from equations (2.2) to (2.5), in the above equation, yields 

0  =  n . e ' " ' '  -  +  N r «  -  N ,  (2.5) 

Placing the value of eq.(2.3) in eq.(2.1), the normalized form reads as. 

d - U  _  _ q _  

d x -  ~  k T  y d X  2  J  
q  f - d ^  

kT I dx 

Recasting above equation by including definitions from eq. (2.1) to (2.5) yields 

d - U  

dx • 

2 \ q 
kT 

( g u - u ,  _ e U , - u  

d x *  
( g u - u ,  _ e u . - u ^ e " ' - e - " ^ )  

w  h e r e  L  ̂  =  
6 .  k T  iK 

_ 2 q  - n , _  

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

Ld is the Debye length and is defined as the shielding distance or roughly the distance 

where the electric field emanating from the perturbing charge falls off by a factor of 1/e 

[Muller& Kamins 1986]. 

We apply the following boundary conditions 

»- du 
C = 0 or = 0, a t  X = oo 

dx 
U  =  U „ , a t x  =  0  

(2.10) 

Multiplying both sides of Eq. (2.8 ) by du/dx, and integrating from jc = oo to an arbitrary 

point X, we get 
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= [ e ^ ' ^ ( e ' ' '  +  U  -  n  +  e ' ^ M e * -  -  U  -  I ) ]  >< (2. in 

In solving the above equation, use has been made of the formula for integration by parts 

namely 
^ d u  ^  ! uvdx = u| vdx - I — J vdx 
vdx dx 

Combining equation (2.1) and (2.11) we arrive at, 

k T  d u  k T  F ( U , U  p )  ^ = -
q dx 

where. 

F ( U , U p )  =  [ e " ^ ( e - "  +  U -  I ) + e - " ^ ( e "  - U -  1 ) ]  

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

Integrating the above equation, separating U and x variables and making use of the 

boundary condition (2.10), the end result is of the form, 

/ 
dU' 

i F ( U \ U , )  L o  
(2.14) 

For a given surface potential Vj = Us(kT/q), one can numerically compute C/ as a function 

of X using equation (2.14). Figure 2.3 shows the potential distribution over distance into 

the p-type semiconductor (CCD Backside). The values plotted range for surface potential 

Vs = -0.1 V,-0.2 V and -0.3 V. 

For each value of U, there exists a unique solution (Eq. 2.12) for the field at that potential 

and distance. The following field distribution plots [Figures 2.4, 2.5 & 2.6] show the 

values of field over distance for each given surface potential respectively. Higher the 
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surface potential, the larger the drift field a photogenerated electron will experience, thus 

pushing it towards the frontside of the CCD. Superimposed onto these plots is the plot of 

the critical electric field required to force the electrons to the front polysilicon electrodes. 

2.2 Critical Electric Field 

A photoelectron has drift and diffusion tendencies. An electron absorbed at a short 

distance has a high probability of diffusing to die backside and being lost to recombination. 

The electric field at the absorption distance directing the electron towards the frontside 

must be strong enough to overcome the diffusional tendency of an electron in the opposite 

direction. The velocity vr of an electron is given by the sum of the competing factors of 

drift and diffusion, namely [Janesick et al. 1985] 

V t = / / £ - D / ( X - X , )  ( 2 . 2 . 1 )  

where ^ is the electron mobility (1350 cm"A^-sec), e the field and the coordinate x is the 

distance measured from the backsurface. D is the electron diffusion coefficient and has a 

value of 35 cmVsec. A critical field is defined when the velocity goes to zero or in other 

words the field strength required to cancel the diffusional tendency of an electron to 

progress in the opposite direction of the field. 

A critical distance Xc from the backsurface is represented in the formula: 
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Vt = 0 = //£, - DX, 

E c  = - X ,  
(2.2.2) 

kT 
- q X, (2.2.3) 

Table 2.1 gives the value of the critical electric field at various depths into the silicon. 

Figure 2.7 is a plot of the field versus log critical distance. 

Table 2.1: Critical Electric Field 

Xc(A) Ec (V/cm) 

10 2.58E+05 

20 1.29E+05 

50 5.08E+04 

100 2.58E+04 

500 5.16E+03 

1000 2.58E+03 

The required photon energy for photogeneration is equivalent to exciting electrons from 

the valence band into the conduction band leaving free holes behind. The energy for 

photogeneration is thus at least equal to the bandgap energy, and the number of holes 

created equals the number of generated electrons. The band gap in silicon (1.124 eV) is 
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energetically equivalent to photons in the near infrared portion of the electromagnetic 

spectrum (1.10 (im in wavelength). 

The equation for the absorption coefficient 'a' in terms of the radiation T and absorption 

distance 'x' is given by the equation 

/  = / „ e x p ( - a j r )  (2.2.4) 

where /„ is the energy that enters the solid at x=0. 

The absorption coefficient is typically a strong function of photon energy, as can be seen 

in a plot of a A (and photon energy E = 1.24/X ) for silicon shown in Figure 1.2 

High energy ultraviolet (UV) light is absorbed with a characteristic length equal to d' that 

is less than 100 A, while light of 1 ^m wavelength (in free space) is not sufficiently 

absorbed and penetrates about 100 |im into silicon before decaying appreciably. 

Defining the value of the critical field Ec at an absorption length of 50 A (for X.=250 nm) 

in silicon, we get Ec = -5.0 X l(f V/cm. We shall establish this to be the minimum criteria 

for sufficient collection of photoelectrons. 

Superimposing the Ec vs Xc curve with the potential field distribution curves as in Figures 

2.4, 2.5 & 2.6, it can be seen that a minimum surface potential Vs =-0.2 V is necessary to 

meet the aforementioned criteria. A glance at Figure 2.5 shows that at any distance at or 

beyond 50 A, the field is larger than the critical field required to overcome the tendency of 

an electron to diffuse to the backside. 



2.3 Backside Oxide 

An oxidation process usually follows the acid thinning procedure used to etch down the p-

epi layer. The p-epi layer is typically 20 ^im thick. An epi etch is used to further thin 

down a couple of microns and lends a good surface finish. The surface, though mirror like 

and uniform is replete with charges due to uncompensated silicon dangling bonds. A low 

temperature high pressure oxidation process at 125 °C developed at the Steward 

Observatory [Lesser 1992] follows the acid thinning procedure to passivate the surface. 

The process details are proprietary. We have characterized the oxide thickness using 

TEM/ SCA and AFM techniques. We will also present in the following sections, results 

of the Surface Charge Analysis measurements used to quantify the fixed charges in the 

oxide. 

2.4 Si/ SiOi interface 

The first MOS-like transistor was patented as early as 1935 [O'Heil 1935]. The device 

was not useful because of charge trapping in the semiconductor surface. The 

breakthrough came in 1960, when people started to work with oxidized silicon. It turned 

out that oxidized silicon was unique since the oxide-silicon interface could be made nearly 

free of surface traps. 
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The backside of a CCD can be treated as two thirds of a MOS structure. For any practical 

MOS structure, interface traps and oxide charges exist that will, in one way or another, 

affect the ideal MOS characteristics. The influence of charge within the oxide and its 

surfaces is an important characteristic of the oxide-silicon system. The presence of charge 

in the oxide and at the oxide-silicon interface is unavoidable in practical systems. 

For homogeneously distributed dopant atoms, die area density is Na^ or 10'° /cm " if N., is 

lO'^ /cm \ When the density is compared to the area density of silicon atoms (5X10")^ 

or 1.35X10'° cm ", it becomes clear that a surface charge density only about 10'^ times as 

large as the atom density can cause the MOS system to depart from the ideal analysis. It 

is therefore obvious that a lot of emphasis is placed on ascertaining low charge densities in 

the oxide/ silicon systems. We shall consider specific sources for these oxide charge 

trapping centers and simultaneously calculate their influence on MOS properties. 

Several kinds of traps and charges have been identified by capacitance-voltage 

measurements on MOS structures. These are often classified into four oxide charges 

[Deal 1974, 1980] illustrated in Figure 2.9, namely; fixed oxide charges (concentration per 

unit area Nf), interface trapped charge (N,t), oxide trapped charge (Nm) and mobile 

charges (N J 
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2.4.1 Fixed Oxide Charges (Q/) 

The fixed charges are positive and are located close to the interface. It therefore controls 

the semiconductor surface field. It affects the threshold voltage of MOS transistors and 

the flatband voltage of MOS capacitors by an amount 

Qf 
V f = - ^  ( 2 . 4 . 1 )  

where Q/ = qNf is the fixed charge and Cox is the oxide capacitance 

For an oxide thickness to* = 25 A and Eo* = 3.9 X 8.85 X 10"''' F/cm^, Table 1 below gives 

an estimate of the voltage shift for a given fixed oxide charge. Figure 2.9 is a plot of the 

same. 

Table 2.2 : Voltage due to Fixed Oxide Charges 

Vf (V) Qf (/cm*) 

0.00115 10'° 

0.0115 10" 

0.115 10'^ 

1.15 10'^ 

The levels that we encounter in our process are of the order of lO" /cm' and hence their 

effect on the voltage shift can be discounted. The location of the fixed charge is icnown to 

be within 2 nm of the interface. The fixed charge is always present close to the interface 

and is thought to arise from uncompensated silicon to silicon bonds. The density of atoms 

at the surface of a silicon crystal depends on the crystal orientation. Because more bonds 
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are unfilled in the transition from (11 l)-oriented silicon to silicon dioxide than in a similar 

transition for (lOO)-oriented silicon, all CCDs and most commercial MOS devices are 

processed on (100)-oriented silicon. 

2.4.2 Interface Traps (Qu) 

Interface traps are electron or hole traps located at the silicon-silicon dioxide interface and 

with energy levels inside the silicon forbidden gap. Such traps will act just like silicon 

traps and can therefore be treated by standard Schockley-Read-Hall statistics. It has been 

shown diat the increase in trap density towards the band edges is monotonic [Boundry 

1973], The trap energy distributions are often quite similar for devices made in different 

ways at different laboratories. This indicates that interface states rather than chemical 

impurities are the dominant cause of interface traps. Proper passivation of the backside is 

an essential part of ensuring low interface trap densities. The origin of both fixed oxide 

charges and interface trapped charge are believed to have the same origin. C-V 

experiments on the oxides will reveal effects similar to that of the fixed oxide charges. 

Surface Charge Analysis on three oxide samples revealed values on the order of 2 X 10'° 

/cm' of fixed positive charges. Figure 2.10 is a typical scan of the surface using a Surface 

Charge Analysis technique. This is an extremely low value and the voltage produced read 

from Table 2.2 contributes to negligible band bending in the adjacent silicon. 
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2.4.3 Mobile Charges (Q„) 

These result from alkali-metal ions (mainly sodium and potassium) that are readily 

absorbed in silicon dioxide. Sodium is especially widely distributed in many metals and 

chemicals, and easily transmitted to the oxide by human contact. Since the ions carry 

positive charge, the distribution of the charges, as well as their total concentration, 

influences AVfB. The alkali ions have sufficient mobility to drift in the oxide when 

relatively low voltages are applied. Their contribution to the shift is written as 

Since the metal ions are positively charged, negative gate voltage causes the ions to move 

to the metal/ oxide interface where they do not affect flatband voltage. Positive voltage, 

however, can move the ions to the oxide/ silicon interface where their effect is maximal. 

In our system, since the gate voltage applied to accumulate the p-type backside is 

negative, the mobile charges are not of concern. 

2.4.4 Oxide Trapped Charges (Qot) 

Trapped can be introduced into the MOS system by irradiating the oxide. The radiation 

may consist of energetic electrons incident on the device during its fabrication, of high 

energy particles or high energy photons encountered during operation. The CCD process 

does not have any of the above problems caused by high energy or heavy ion 

bombardment. Sputtering or electron deposition is not used during any of the processes 

except during initial fabrication of the CCD. Also the deposition of antireflection coatings 

f—p(x)dx 
i 

(2.4.2) 
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and other metal depositions are done by simple evaporative procedures. The only 

exposure to radiation of any kind is the short Fe-55 a pulse which lasts a second. This is 

used in characterization to measure the CTE and gain of the CCD. We therefore expect a 

negligible concentration of trapped charges in our oxide. 

The sum contribution of the oxide charges to the voltage shift of a MOS capacitor is 

charges "f" (̂ .4.3) 

Assuming negligible oxide trapped charges, we have 

^ J^p(x)dx (2.4.4) 
^OX ^OX o ox 

The maximum value for AV occurs expectedly when Qo* is situated at the oxide/ silicon 

interface because the charge induced by Qo* is then contained entirely in the silicon. In 

contrast, when Qo* is adjacent to the gate, it has no effect on AV. Since AVm and AVf is 

negligible due to reasons mentioned in section 2.4.1 and 2.4.3, we conclude that 

AVoxide charges has an insignificant effect on the voltage shift of our MOS system. 
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2.5 Effect of Backside Potential on p-silicon 

We will theoretically construct a MOS structure on the backside of the CCD to evaluate 

the potential required at the metal gate to charge a CCD. We have already calculated the 

liniiting surface voltage required for accumulation to be -0.2 V. 

A potential at the backside gate will experience the following; 

1) Drop in the oxide due to the dielectric AVoude 

2) Voltage drop due to fixed and interface oxide charges AVf +AVi, 

3) Drop in the p-epi semiconductor surface AVs 

Substituting the value of the oxide permittivity from eq. (2.5.2); the voltage drop is related 

to the field in the oxide by the equation 

(2.5.1) 

From Gauss's law, we know the flux density is a constant 

•• ^si'ssi 

(2.5.2) 

^ V = X c ~ x 
^ ̂ oxide ^ ox Sox ^ox Si ox^ox (2.5.3) 

O X  
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The gate voltage can therefore be arranged by the revised form; 

V ,  + 4 V ,  + 4  V „  + 4 V ,  , 2 . 5 . 4 1  
O X  

We assume a thickness of 25 A for our oxides. The relative permittivity of Si and SiO; 

are 11.9 and 3.9 respectively. One can calculate the gate potential required to achieve a 

surface potential of -0.2 V using equation (2.5.4). The choice of Vs = -0.2 V is not merely 

for demonstrating a result but it is illustrated keeping in mind that -0.2 V was calculated in 

Section 2.2 as being the limiting voltage for efficiently charging the device. The field at 

the surface due to this potential from Figure 3b is seen to be Esi = -1.89 X 10^ V/cm. For 

negligible amount of charges in the oxide, as expected from section 2.4, the value of 

V, = -0.3496 V. Figure 2.11 graphs the relation between Vg and Vs for various oxide 

thickness ranging from 15 A to 50 A. The 25 A curve is of reference to our experimental 

procedures. 

2.6 Voltage due to Chemisorbed loAs 

UV flooding usually involves adsorption of negative oxygen ions on the backsurface of the 

CCD. The number of ions required to reach the QE-pinned condition is easily calculated 

from prior knowledge of the values of Vg and Vj. The voltage drop due to the 

chemisorbed ions is given by the equation 
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A V =  O g X < , x / e o x  =  V g - V ,  ( 2 . 6 . 1 )  

where Cg = qNg; Ng being the number density of ions in /cm\ 

Reworking the above equations; we arrive at the final form; 

Ng = (Vg - V5) Box/q Xox (2.6.2) 

Figure 2.12 is a plot of Ng versus the gate and semiconductor voltages caused by it. The 

oxide thickness is again assumed to be 25 A and the flat band voltage shift; AVFB due to 

the oxide charges is considered negligible. 

2.7 Antireflection Coatings 

The oxidation process is usually followed by deposition of antireflection coatings, the 

most commonly used being hafnium oxide [Lesser 1987]. In general, high index, UV 

transmissive materials provide a good impedance match for silicon. A coating material 

with refractive index ri ~ 2.4 in the UV and t] - 2.0 in the visible and near infrared range 

is needed to obtain no reflection at the wavelenghts of optimization. There are few 

suitable materials that can be used namely, hafnium oxide (Hf02), and lead fluoride (PbF2) 

and low index MgF2 which is usually used in double layer coatings for IR enhancement. 

Hafnium oxide has the highest index of refraction and is the most promising candidate for 

a single layer of coating. To calculate the effect of an intermediate layer of HfO: on the 

gate voltage, a similar approach as in equation (2.5.4) is employed with a term added for 

the drop in the HfOi. 
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• • • ^ V  =  4 V „ ^ ^  + Z l V 3 , o ^  + 4 V 3 .  ( 2 . 7 . 1 )  

Invoking Gauss's law again for constancy of flux, we get 

^ H f o , ' 5 H f o ,  ~  ^ S i  ' 3 S i  ( 2 . 7 . 2 )  

. . < 4 V  ( 2 . 7 . 3 )  
^HfD: " ^SiO, 

Figure 2.13 shows variation between gate voltage Vg and Vsfor various hafnium oxide 

thickness ranging from 1(X) A to KXK) A. Tlie assumed thickness of SiOi is 25 A. Again 

we assume that the contribution due to charges in the oxide is small enough to have an 

insignificant effect on Vg. 
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CHAPTER 3 

CHEMISORPTION CHARGING THEORY 

Metal insulator semiconductors (MIS) as gas sensors have been in operation for well over 

two decades. The metal's catalytic properties are of primary importance in detection of 

gases. For example, palladium on silicon dioxide is a commonly used ' heterogenous 

catalyst'. Hydrogen adsorbed on to the palladium dissociates into atomic hydrogen atoms. 

The hydrogen atoms diffuse to the Pd-SiOi interface and settle there as shown in 

Figure 3.1 (a). The detection of these atoms is made simple due to the MIS structure 

[Lundstrom et ai. 1975]. The dipole due to chemisorbed gas atoms causes a voltage shift 

(Figure 3.1 (b)) which is large enough to be detected by a capacitance voltage sweep. 

It is well known that specific gases adsorbed onto catalytic metals dissociate into atomic 

species [Gabor 1994], If a proper interface is present for the chemisorbed atoms to exist, 

namely a metal -silicon dioxide interface, significant voltages can develop. The value of 

these catalytically built-up voltages could be as high as IV [Norton 1975]. These voltages 

are higher than that due to the highest work function metal, namely Pt on silicon which is 

only 0.6V. 

The metal surface is populated by free electrons - 10^* cm \ The electrons move freely in 

the material but cannot leave the surface. The spatial extent of the space charge is limited 
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to the surface since the atoms below the surface are actively screened by the large free 

electron density. For insulators or semiconductors the space charge is more extended. To 

get a quantitative feel, we can calculate the penetration depth of the electrostatic surface 

effects is called the Debye length 'Ld' where 

In the above equation, e is the material dielectric constant, Vj is the surface space charge 

potential barrier and the bulk electron concentration Tie''""'. 

only a couple of angstroms. The scenario is vastly different in the case semiconductors 

(Tie = 10 cm'^) or insulators (r|e = lO'" cm'^). The effect of surface charge in these 

systems could extend over as much as lO"* A. The ability of a metal to discharge field 

producing sources inside it over short distances of 1-2 A is an important part of the 

discussion to follow in Chapter 8 [Gabor 1972]. 

Chemisorption of an atom or a molecule leads to charge transfer to or from the metal. 

The electronegativity of the adsorbing species dictates the direction and type of transfer, 

and the nature of the adsorbate- substrate bond [Anderson 1971]. The field due to the 

electrons on metal surfaces influences atoms or molecules that may adsorb. Even inert gas 

atoms respond upon adsorption because of their polarisability. A dipole is induced by the 

adsorbate that localizes a fraction of the surface charge in the form of a charge density that 

For a carrier concentration of 10" /cm^ for a typical metal surface ; the debye length is 
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screens the field due to the charges on the adsorbate. This screening charge and the 

charge on the adsorbate form a dipole with moment p, = qa , where 'a' is the separation 

between the adsorbate and the screening charge and 'q' is the unit charge [Flood 1967], 

Catalytic metals have been used to aid chemisorption of gases onto the metal surfaces. 

The transition metals have been historically exploited for the same reason and it is natural 

to associate their activity to the bonding nature of the d-electrons. Both the transition and 

noble metals serve as catalysts to the dissociation of gases. Simply said, the Me-X bond, 

where Me represents the metal and X is the gaseous atomic species, is of lower energy 

than the X2 molecule, thereby activating dissociation. Figure 3.2 compares non-activated 

dissociation of a H2 molecule facilitated by the presence of a transition or noble metal 

surface to an activated process. The energy gain due to the overlap of the hydrogenic Is 

wave functions with sp and d functions of the metal atoms overcompensates for the 

binding energy of the Hi molecule, thus forming two stable hydrogen-metal bonds 

[Wojciechowski 1971]. 

Thermodynamically, specificity arises when the formation of a surface bond requires the 

molecule to dissociate. 

2 M e  surf + X2(g, = 2( M e - X )surf (3.1) 

A Had. = Dx2 - 2 K(3.2) (3.2) 

where Y is the strength or energy of the Me - X bond 
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and D is the dissociation energy of the gas molecule 

If (Me-X) > Dx2 then dissociation of the gas is favored. 

The Gibbs free energy is given by 

G  =  H - T S  ( 3 . 3 )  

G has to be negative for a reaction to proceed in the forward direction. This requires Hads 

to be negative or an exothermic reaction. The change in entropy AS is also negative as 

the gas loses its degree of freedom when adsorbed to the surface. Hence for favorable 

chemisorption, the criterion is as given below. 

2 Y >  D x 2  (3.4) 

Once a gas has been adsorbed with a considerably favorable entropy, the Van't Hoff 

equation below suggests that high temperatures will be required to desorb it. 

d  ( I n  K  )  A H  

d T  ~  R T ^  

where K is the equilibrium constant. 

For example, a temperature in excess of 1000 °K is required to desorb nitrogen from a 

polycrystalline tungsten surface [Shaw 1980]. 

3.1 The Pd - Hydrogen sensor 

The Palladium-SiOa system has been well studied [Janata & Huber 1975]. Palladium is 

very effective in catalyzing hydrogen and the foundations of solid state gas sensors were 

built on the knowledge of the palladium system. The mechanism of hydrogen sensitivity 



has been identified[Lundstorm & Shivaraman 1977]. The principle is easily extended to 

other metal and gas ambients. Molecular hydrogen dissociates to atomic hydrogen on the 

palladium surface. The atomic hydrogen diffuses into the palladium film and some of it 

adsorbs at the inner palladium surface. As is seen from Figure 3.1, a positive voltage 

develops when H atoms are chemisorbed at the Pd-SiOo interface. 

The H-Me interaction leads preferentially to covalent (atomic) H-Me bond with small 

amounts of charge transfer. However, the adsorbed H atom, owing to its small size, may 

significantly perturb the surface electronic structure and affect the potential of the metal 

[Zoltan et al. 1988]. The variation of the Me -H bond energy over the range of the 

tranistion metals is not much. For the group VHI metals hydrogen desorbs around 350-

400 °K and the initial heats of adsorption lies in the range 80-100 kJ mol"' [Christmann 

1988]. 

The backside strucmre of the CCD can be easily adapted to be a rudimentary gas sensor. 

A catalytic metal can be deposited on the backside of the CCD that could dissociate gases 

into their atomic species. The atomically charged species resides at the metal/ oxide 

interface. From the previous section, it is clear that H: would discharge the CCD by 

creating a positive charge thereby attracting electrons to the backside. The polarization of 

gases that form dipoles with their negative pole outward effects proper charging of the 

CCD. Oxygen is abundant in the ambient. The oxygen atom easily diffuses through the 

thin metal layer and localizes itself at the interface. Other gaseous species that form 
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negatively chemisorbed layers are equally beneficial. Oxygen is most convenient due to 

its abundant presence in air. The high electronegativity of oxygen causes a large charge 

transfer and therefore a greater surface potential. Figure 3.3 plots the electronegativities 

of all the elements. Only fluorine is more electronegative than oxygen. The bond energies 

of the transition metal series increases from Pt (230 kJ/mol) = Pd < Ir < Rh < Ru < Ni 

(330 kJ/mol). The tendency of the metal to form surface or bulk oxides also increases in 

this sequence. 

The dissociation of normally encountered gases as seen from Table 3.1 vary as 

H2 < O2 < NO < CO and Ni. The bond strength however is dictated by the 

electronegativity of the species and increases in the order M-H < M-C < M-N < M-0. 

Table 3.1 : Dissociation energies of gases at STP. 

Gases D 298 (kJ mol"') 

H2 436 

O2 498 

NO 631 

N2 945 

CO 1076 
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Figure 3.3 : Pauling's electronegativity scale. Note that the transition 
elements are mostly between hydrogen and oxygen. 
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A commonly used denominator for the sign and magnitude of chemisorption of gases is 

the work function change in the metal. Most systems have a MOS setup and a change in 

flat band voltage is indicative of the work function change. Since oxygen is one of the 

most electronegative species, chemisorption on most metal surfaces causes an increase in 

the work function. Hydrogen dissociation on most transition metal surfaces causes a 

slight decrease in work function. 

3.2 Catalytic Charging 

The following conditions have to be met for catalytic charging of CCDs to be successful; 

i. The metal should be transparent in the wavelength where detection takes place. Most 

metals absorb strongly in the ultraviolet. The metal deposited should be thin enough 

(- 8-10 A ) for the absorption to be negligible. 

ii. It should catalyse gases that contribute a negative voltage to the CCD. In general 

oxygen adsorption is preferred over hydrogen. 

The metal has mainly two roles in catalysis: 

a) It dissociates the incoming gas through its catalytic action. Most group VIII elements 

of the transition metal series are very good catalysts; namely Pt and Pd. Hydrogen and 

oxygen are gases that are easily catalyzed by the transition metals. 

b) The metal should allow diffusion of gas to take place in order for the species to 

chemisorb at various surfaces. Chemisorption of the gas on the metal-insulator 
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interface is the main reaction which aids in the charging mechanism [Gasser 1985. 

Campbell 1988]. 

Hydrogen has a very large solubility in palladium which makes detection at ppm levels 

possible. Palladium is mainly used as a hydrogen sensor [Buder 1995, Armgarth et al. 

1984] Platinum is a metal which catalyses oxygen preferably to hydrogen at room 

temperature and air ambient. Platinum catalyzes both oxygen and hydrogen. In air and at 

room temperature, it is found that oxygen coverage on platinum is higher and contributes 

to a negative voltage [Zdhanov 1993]. The desorption energy of hydrogen at room 

temperature is very high and hence results in low coverage [Klotzer & Bechtold 1993]. 

This characteristic can be exploited to easily charge the backside of a CCD by depositing a 

very thin 10 A layer of platinum near the backside. Hydrogen plays a role in suppressing 

charging by interacting with the oxygen in forming water reaction pathways illustrated in 

Figure 3.4 [Lundstorm et al. 1977, Eisert et al. 1995]. Water is also known to weakly 

adsorb onto the Pt surface and thus contribute to a reduction in the negative charge. 

Flash gated devices were first developed [Janesick et al. 1986, 1987] to exploit the high 

work function of metals like platinum, gold and nickel to charge die CCD. When a high 

work function metal is deposited on the oxide, electrons tunnel from the silicon to the 

metal and induce a negative voltage that accumulates the adjacent p-epitaxial layer. The 

flash oxides were grown using a low temperature steam oxidation process. The oxides are 

of very poor quality with ~ lO'" /cm" fixed positive charges and are < 25 A thick. This 
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causes an increased band bending of the p-silicon towards depletion. A charging 

mechanism should be high enough to overcompensate for the large positive voltage. The 

flash gate has several drawbacks; 

=> Au and Si interdiffusion through the thin oxide. 

=> Au and Ni are not as effective as platinum due to the larger voltage needed to make up 

for the low quality oxide 

=> Platinum devices discharge quickly in hydrogen and also degrade upon moisture 

condensation. 

=> The charge decays with time when the detector is placed in a vacuum at room 

temperature. Outgassing invariably results in hydrogen and hydrocarbon 

contamination. 

Lesser [Lesser 1993, 1994] has successfully developed a backside charging system called 

the Passivated Platinum Film (PPtF)with an aim to reduce charge leakage and discharge 

due to ambient gases, namely hydrogen, hydrocarbon and water vapor. The process 

utilizes a platinum film with passivation layers between the silicon and platinum by way of 

a thick silicon dioxide and also a passivation between the platinum and ambient gases. 

The outer passivation layer is basically an antireflection coating of hafnium oxide which 

suppresses or stops diffusion of contaminants to the platinum surface 

From the previous section, it is seen that development of a high quality oxide is essential 

towards achieving higher charging and also lesser instability. The oxides developed at the 

Steward Observatory, CCD Lab have a very low positive charge density of only 2 X 10'° 



/cm", as seen from Surface Charge Analysis measurements. The oxides are also thicker 

e 

>30 A and therefore eliminate the probability of Uinneling across the oxide. 

A 10 A layer of platinum was deposited on top of the backside oxide to test the catalytic 

charging effect in the absence of tunneling due to a thick oxide. It is well known that 

under ambient conditions, the platinum surface is mostly covered with oxygen [Zdhanov 

1993]. Figure 3.5 is typical of a fially charged platinum device and is comparable to a UV 

flooded device. The QE was found to be stable under vaccum conditions or when 

exposed to air. Even after a couple of months, the QE was found to be the same. The 

fixed positive charges are also significantly lower ~ 2 X 10'°/cm* which adds to a lower 

potential drop in the oxide and hence, higher charging. Hydrogen leak tests on the device 

showed an immediate drop as shown in Figure 3.6. However, the charging effect is 

reversible and the initial state was quickly recovered by purging the system with oxygen. 

A slower tail is seen upon vaccum pumping but nevertheless the device recharges to its 

original state. Another drawback of the system is that the QE slowly degrades when held 

in a warm dewar without pumping i.e. when the pressure in the dewar is allowed to rise 

and equilibrate. Outgassing during this period involves mainly hydrogen and 

hydrocarbons that are instrumental in the slow degradation of the device. 
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3.3 Deposition of other high (t>m metals 

We have tried to reproduce the results of earlier work done on other high work function 

flash gate metals, namely gold and nickel. Contrary to the results of Janesick et al., the 

gold and nickel coated devices in our system showed no charging at all. It is clear from 

this result that mnneling of electrons is not fully effective in our system because of the 

thicker oxide. The results for both nickel and gold are easily explained as they do not 

exhibit any strong catalytic behavior. Nickel has a high sensitivity to hydrogen and forms 

hydrides at higher temperamres [Zoltan & Menon 1988]. It strongly reacts with oxygen 

to form NiO even at room temperature, thus inhibiting any further reactions on the surface 

[Nieuwenhuys 1983]. Gold is an unreactive metal, it can just about be induced to adsorb 

oxygen only at temperatures upward of 200 °C [Gasser 1985]. Even water is only 

physisorbed on the surface. The molecule is preserved intact on the surface and there is 

little evidence for H-bonding or for oxygen lone-pair interaction with the substrate. The 

water molecule condenses with near unit efficiency at low temperamre. On the one hand, 

we have gold which forms a very weak or no bond at all with oxygen and on the other 

hand, the catalytic non -reactivity of nickel which chemisorbs oxygen too strongly. 

An intermediate binding energy promoted catalytic reactivity. Figure 3.7 suggests the 

existence of a vulcano shaped correlation between the reactivity of the metal and the 

binding energy of oxygen. The order in activity seems to decrease with increasing heat of 
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adsorption of oxygen. Tungsten is the least catalytic with a heat of adsorption close to 

600 kJ mol '. Platinum is the most catalytic. 
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CHAPTER 4 

PLATINUM ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

Our initial experiments with platinum films has indicated to us that the chemical reactivity 

was the basis for the charging rather than the work function difference between the metal 

and semiconductor. The Passivated Platinum Film (PPtF) was developed to slow the 

adsorption of hydrogen and improve die QE stability of the device. Charging is seen to 

occur even for sufficiently thick oxides (>30 A) which do not allow tunneling between the 

platinum and silicon. Subsequent experiments have shown that we could remove the 

platinum film hundreds of angstroms away from the silicon surface and still charge the 

CCD. Figure 4.1 shows full charging occurs when a 10 A platinum film is deposited over 

a 200 A HfOi film which itself is on a SiOi film thicker than 30 A. The above figure is a 

set of QE curves monitored at each successive stage as described in the legend. The 

'oxidized' curve refers to a UV flooded device. After deposition of a 200 A layer of 

hafnium oxide, the QE plummets down to that of an uncharged device. The oxygen ions 

on the silicon dioxide surface are desorbed because of the higher temperature (-125 °C) 

reached during Hf02 evaporation. The third curve shows a fully charged device after 

deposition of a 10 A layer of platinum. The catalytic action of platinum has been found to 

be the primary cause for backside charging. 
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4.1 Experimental 

The CCDs that we test are fabricated by Loral Fairchild. The thinning, packaging and 

coating of the devices are done at Steward Observatory [Lesser et al. 1992], The work 

described here is mainly based on CCDs of the following formats: 1200x800, 3072x 1024. 

and 2048x2048 pixels. The pixel size in each case is 15 ^im square. 

Tests were conducted on three classes of devices. The first was a device with no 

antireflection coating, the second was a UV optimized 180 A HfO^ coating and finally, a 

thicker 500 A coating optimized for the visible. It has been demonstrated that hafnium 

oxide offers a good match to silicon due to its high index of refraction and UV 

transmittance [Lesser 1988]. Evaporation was done in a dual coating chamber. 

4.1.1 QE Measurement 

The QE system is designed to measure quantum efficiency and flat field uniformity of 

CCDs. A calibrated photodiode is used as a standard against which the CCD QE is 

calibrated. The diodes are placed in the same location as the CCDs to minimize 

calibration requirements. We use an Oriel MultiSpec 257 monochromator to select the 

desired wavelength for each test. The output of the monochromator is sent to a large 20" 

integrating sphere to ensure uniform illumination. The monochromator is programmed to 

acquire current readings from the electrometer while scanning from 200 nm to 1100 nm. 
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Typically, scans start at 200 nm and go to 400 nm in increments of 10 nm, and from 400 

nm to 1100 nm in increments of 50 nm [Lesser 1996], 

QE measurements are usually done in diode mode wherein the photocurrent of the CCD is 

measured. In this mode the current between the substrate (SB) and buried channel (reset 

drain or RD) is measured and can be compared directly against the calibrated diode 

current. 

4.1.2 Test Parameters 

The following factors are explored to establish the feasibility and stability of these devices. 

(1) Temperature effects: The devices are cooled from RT to -85 °C and the quantum 

efficiency is measured as a function of temperature. A refrigerated test dewar is used 

which uses a cold probe with a recirculating chiller to cool the CCD. Adsorption of 

gases and water condensation is enhanced at these temperatures and their effect on the 

QE would suggest a change in the chemical balance on the platinum surface. 

(2) Hydrogen exposure : A 90:10 mixture of Na and H2 or Forming gas was used for this 

experiment. The gas was held in the dewar and the pressure was maintained at 1 atm. 

The dewar valve was closed and the device was allowed to sit in the hydrogen 

environment. It is well known that hydrogen contributes to a positive charge buildup 

at the interface. The effect of hydrogen in discharging the device is an exaggerated 

simulation of the effect of outgassing in a dewar environment. 
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(3) Humidity effects : A texwipe dipped in DI water was microwaved. The steaming 

texwipe was then inserted into one of the dewar ports to observe any changes in the 

electrometer readings. 

(4) Vacuum hold tests : The dewar was pumped down to ~ 10'"^ torr using a turbo pump. 

The valves were then closed and the dewar was allowed to warm up. and return to 

ambient temperature. During this stage the effect of outgassing of hydrogen, 

hydrocarbons and water on the device is reported. 

4.2 Results and Discussions 

4.2.1 Uncoated Platinum device 

Figure 4.2 shows the QE vs wavelength for a platinum device with no AR coating. The 

device is fully charged. In ambient or vacuum conditions, the device shows no changes in 

QE. Oxygen is catalyzed by platinum and the oxygen ions diffusing to the interface charge 

up the device [Norton 1975]. Figure 3.6 illustrates a 30 second exposure sequence to a 1 

atm. hydrogen exposure. Platinum easily catalyzes hydrogen and the effect on QE 

degradation is immediate [Christmann K. et al. 1976]. However, QE is quickly regained 

upon vacuum pumping of the device as in Figure 4.3. We have repeated these tests over 

several cycles and found the process to be extremely reversible. The adsorption of H2 on 

Pt appears to be very low (< 10 Kcal/mol) [Klotzer B. et al 1993]. Vacuum pumping 

therefore desorbs the atoms quickly. At room temperature, oxygen is catalyzed 

preferentially with a higher adsorption energy than hydrogen. Adsorption of hydrogen and 
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hydrocarbons are enhanced only at lower temperatures where the kT value is reduced and 

desorption does not interfere so severely [Pennemann B. et al 1991], Cooling the device 

to lower temperatures reveals a slow decrease in QE with temperature as seen in Figure 

4.2. This is a direct effect of an increased chemisorption of hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen 

and oxygen atoms react to form water which is desorbed as a gaseous species [King & 

Woodruff, 1982]. The coverage dependence of the sticking coefficient of oxygen is 

stronger than for hydrogen. The activation energy for hydrogen desorption decreases 

rapidly with increasing coverage [Eisert 1995, Zhdanov 1993]. The oxygen coverage at 

room temperamre is much higher than hydrogen. Condensation of water also plays a key 

role in the QE drop and is more favored at lower temperamres. Several papers allude to a 

Pt-OH complex upon the interaction of HiO with the Pt-0 complex. [Norton 1975]. We 

hypothesize diffusion and chemisorption of hydrogen, hydrocarbons and water to the 

interface to be the cause for the drop in QE as we go to cooler temperatures. Hydrogen 

reacts with oxygen to form water according to the equation 

2H, + Oa ^ HzO T 

This is the main cause for the drop in QE due to the loss of the oxygen negative charge at 

the interface. 

Our humidity tests are not a good indicator at room temperatures. We do not see any drop 

in QE or any adverse effect due to steam on the device as seen in Figure 4.4. However, 

since water does not strongly adsorb or react on the platinum surface at room 
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temperature, these tests are not very helpful. It only indicates that exposure to steam does 

not degrade the device in any way. 

4.2.2 UV optimized PPtF device 

A 180 A HfOi serves to enhance the UV performance of the device as seen in Figure 4.5. 

A drop to cooler temperatures follows a similar decreasing trend in QE. A UV flooded 

device with no platinum coating shows a similar drop in QE. The coating is thin enough 

to allow diffusion of hydrogen, hydrocarbon and water to the interface and the reactions 

proceed to discharge the device as explained above. Significant drops are seen even at 

0 °C. While the PPtF system is an effective charging process, it is sensitive to the 

environment as explained. A decline in QE is also seen during vacuum hold tests in a 

warm dewar. Much of the impetus of this dissertation is derived from a need to develop a 

more stable charging process for maximum sensitivity in the UV. 

4.2.3 Visible/ IR Optimized PPtF coating 

Coatings with thickness of 500 A and above of HfOi are routinely employed for CCDs 

operated in the visible to ER range. We would like to repeat that hydrogen exposures yield 

the same negative results as in the previous two cases. Passivation of die platinum surface 

with a thicker coating leads to a stable QE vs temperature curve (Figure 4.6). The thicker 

AR coatings (>500 A Hf02) acts as a better passivation layer and considerably reduces the 

adsorption of hydrogen on the platinum surface. Very high and stable QEs are routinely 
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produced for visible to IR optimized coatings. Significantly lower QEs in the UV are due 

to non-optimization of AR coatings at these wavelengths. 

These coatings are well suited for operation in the visible to IR range. Aging tests on 

these devices have been mainly based on field test results. Stable QE is seen when the 

device is allowed to sit in ambient. Figure 4.7 shows a gradual decline in QE during 

vacuum hold tests, although this is true only in a warm dewar environment. Some of these 

devices show loss in QE when exposed to high levels of humidity. The QEs are usually 

recovered after baking out in an oven held at 115 °C for 3-4 hours. We are not 

completely sure whether the bake-out releases contaminants from the surface or dries out 

the device. The role of water and its interaction with platinum is not fully understood, but 

our rudimentary tests reveal no drastic effects on the QE of the device. 

4.3 Conclusions 

The PPtF system has been demonstrated to be successful in charging CCDs. Although the 

PPtF system is better than other conventional approaches, it is still sensitive to its 

environment. The concerning issues pertain mainly to reduction in QE during cold 

operations for devices optimized for maximum sensitivity in the UV. Direct exposure to 

hydrogen of even visible optimized devices with thick HfOj coatings causes an immediate 

drop in QE. A steady drop is seen for devices held under vacuum in a warm dewar. 

Outgassing of hydrogen and hydrocarbons slowly depletes the platinum surface of the 
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negative oxygen ions, thereby decreasing the QE. Hydrogen and oxygen combine to form 

water reaction pathways. Cold temperatures do not seem to affect the QE of the visible/ 

IR optimized devices and accelerated aging tests reveal a very steady value. However, 

when the PPtF device is held in a warm dewar without constant pumping the QE drops 

with time. 

In summary, the following drawbacks limit the use of the platinum devices; 

i) exposure to hydrogen discharges the device 

ii) QE drops at cold temperatures for UV optimized coatings 

iii) vacuum hold tests or dewar outgassing / contamination at room temperature causes a 

drop in QE even in thick PPtF coatings optimized for visible or ER. 

iv) Over a period of time humidity and other effects necessitated baking out the device 

The solution to the above problems would be to find a material that irreversibly 

chemisorbs oxygen and does not catalyze gases that promote a positive charge. Of 

course, the earlier prerequisites of the material being UV transparent and adherence to 

SiOi still holds. 
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CHAPTER 5 

OXYGEN CATALYSIS IN METALS 

It is seen that chemisoqjtion of a negatively charged gaseous atoinic species on the CCD 

backside protnotes accumulation. Charging in a CCD is therefore best achieved if a 

catalytic metal is chosen that catalyzes only those gases that contribute a negative charge 

to the backside. One of the most electronegative gases is oxygen. It is also abundant in 

the air and therefore it would be advantageous to find a metal that strongly catalyzed 

oxygen to form O" or O2'. 

Metal catalysts with the exception of platinum and silver are much less important in 

oxidation catalysis than the oxide catalysts. The oxide catalysts, however, need higher 

temperatures and would not be suitable for our device needs [Bielanski & Haber 1991]. 

Oxygen is one of the most electronegative species and hence it forms strong bonds upon 

interaction with most metal surfaces. An intermediate value of binding energy is seen to 

promote catalytic behavior as shown in the case of platinum and silver in the previous 

section. 

The following unique blend of properties make silver an excellent choice for a catalytic 

coating for CCDs. 
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i) It is one of the most UV transparent metal as seen in Figure 5.1. [Lesser 1989]. 

ii) It strongly catalyzes oxygen. 

iii) Hydrogen is more electronegative than silver; hence it does not discharge the CCD 

unlike the platinum system. 

iv) The silver film can be deposited by thermal evaporation to avoid damage to the CCD. 

It also adheres well to the silicon dioxide surface. 

Molecular hydrogen adsorbs dissociatively on transition metals at room temperature. 

Noble and simple metals present a different scenario. As a hydrogen molecule approaches 

a metal surface, its bonding orbital experiences a Pauli repulsion from the tails of the s 

electrons in the metal. Transition metals have empty d states that promote hydrogen 

dissociation. The energies of hydrogen on the noble metals W, Ag, Ar, are substantially 

lower than the typical transition metals Ni, Pd, Pt. The'd' bands of the transition metal 

have their maximum close to the Fermi edge, whereas the noble metals exhibit their d-

band maximum 2 to 3 eV below Ep [Rao et al. 1990]. 

The following sections deal with specific details with regards to the temperature and 

transition states of an oxygen molecule interacting with silver and platinum. 

Chemisorption of oxygen involves transfer of electrons from the metal to the oxygen anti-

bonding orbitals. Various states of oxygen on the above metals are possible depending 

upon the temperature and the activation energies. The following steps evolve with 

temperature [Besenbacher & Norskov 1993]. 
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Ot ( physisorbed ) — O2' — O" (atomic) O ( lattice oxygen) 

low temperature high temperature 

The general process and transition of oxygen chemisorption on Ag will be discussed. 

Other relevant issues like restructuring of adsorbate atoms and electron transfer 

mechanisms will also be briefly reviewed. 

5.1 Oxygen on Ag 

The interaction of oxygen with silver provides a classic example of precursor-mediated 

dissociation with a well characterized molecular state existing between the gas-phase 

molecule and the dissociated O atoms. The potential energy diagram in Figure 5.2 shows 

the interactions between oxygen and Ag [Besenbacher & Norskov 1993]. 

The respective state of the oxygen depends upon the orientation of the silver atom on the 

surface. For an evaporated isotropic structure 10-20 A thick it is difficult to pin point a 

crystallographic direction. An approximation is therefore valid when one assumes a 

general temperature range rather than specific adsorption and desorption temperatures of 

specific states and orientations. 

At low temperatures ~ 40 °K, a peroxo- type of molecularly structured oxygen as shown 

in Figure 5.3 (a) is observed [Prince et al. 1986], Exposure of silver to oxygen at 

temperatures above 170 °K results in a dissociatively chemisorbed atomic oxygen 
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[Xenophon et al. 1980]. Precursors to the atomic state from the peroxo- state may 

proceed through an intermediate superoxo- type ( Figure 5.3 (b)) which is found to 

coexist with O atoms between temperatures 150-200 °K [Campbell 1986]. At room 

temperature, mostly atomic oxygen is chemisorbed on the silver surface. Diffusion of the 

dissociated species to the Ag/SiO: interface is very easy taking into the consideration the 

open faceted and thin island like layer of the silver atoms. The dissociation of one O: 

molecule needs four neighboring Ag atoms [Xenophon et al. 1980]. 

4 Ag (neighb) + O2 = 4 Ag "( neighb) + 20*'(ads) 

Theories of oxygen chemisorption on silver are still being developed and most of them are 

speculative. There is a general agreement that following dissociation, the oxygen atom is 

negatively charged and strongly bound to the adjacent silver ion due to the nature of the 

bond which is mainly ionic [Ricart et al. 1994]. The presence of an oxygen atom on the 

surface causes considerable restructuring of the surrounding surface and sub-surface silver 

atoms. Several geometries have been proposed to describe the arrangement of the O and 

Ag atoms. The most likely configurations suggest that the oxygen occupies the four fold 

hollow position within four silver atoms [Gravil et al. 1996]. Other less probable 

configurations are the long bridge and short bridge sites between two silver atoms at 

lower temperatures. At higher temperatures, namely 200 °K to room temperature, an 

added row reconstruction model is seen. The oxygen atoms form a row between two 

neighbors rows of silver atoms and occupy a slightly lower trough position. At the Ag/ 

Si02 interface, -Ag-O-Ag- chains form in the <001> direction or namely outward into the 
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insulator [Reiff er al. 1996]. Subsurface oxygen is seen to form at temperatures higher 

than 373 °K [Besenbacher & Norskov 1993]. 

5.2 Oxygen on Pt : 

Molecular adsorption of oxygen on Pt is predominant below 120 °K. A peroxo type of 

structure is typical in this case. Heating the adsorbed layer on the Pt surface to 

150-170 °K causes some of the adsorbed oxygen to desorb and some to dissociate [Rao et 

al. 1990]. Molecularly adsorbed oxygen plays the role of precursor to adsorbed atomic 

oxygen. When an oxygen molecule adsorbs at room temperature, it results in chemisorbed 

oxygen atoms. In fact, atomic oxygen is the predominant species between 150-500 °K 

[Gland et al. 1990]. These atoms can rapidly react with hydrogen that are co-adsorbed. 

Hydrogen uptake increases with decrease in temperature. Oxygen uptake is also increased 

but less progressively compared to hydrogen. Co-adsorption of hydrogen, water and 

hydrocarbons is much easier in platinum due to the available d band and also an unfilled 

6s level. As has been shown earlier, the energy gain due to overlap of the hydrogen Is 

wave functions with s, pox d functions of the metal atoms overcompensates the binding 

energy of the Hi molecule, which immediately causes spontaneous dissociation [Bielanski 

& Haber 1991], 
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5.3 Electron transfer 

Electron transfer takes place from the metal to fill up the Ilg* anti-bonding orbitals in 

oxygen. In the Pt case, donation of electrons from the d- level fills the Kg* anti-bonding 

orbitals leaving the Pt atom positively charged. In the case of silver that has a structure 

of 4(f 5s', it is believed that beyond filling the TCg * orbitals, additional transfer to the a* 

state also takes place. This results in a larger negative charge on the oxygen atom. The 

bond strength Me-0 is determined by the electronegativity difference and the level of the 

unfilled states. It is therefore seen that the Ag-O bond is stronger than the Pt-0 bond. 

At the Pt/ SiOi, co-adsorption of hydrogen and hydrocarbon at lower temperatures tends 

to deplete the oxygen source as discussed in Chapter 3. In comparison, the Ag/SiO; 

interface should exhibit a higher and more stable charge due to the greater electron 

transfer. Also since co-adsorption of H atoms does not have a deleterious effect as in 

platinum, stability at lower temperatures for all coatings should be possible. 

5.4 Bond energies 

The Me - O bond is calculated from knowledge of heat adsorption of oxygen atom and the 

dissociation energy of the oxygen molecule. 
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It is known that Hads of O on Ag = - 177.2 kJ/mol. The dissociation energy of O; is 

Do2 = 493.87 kJ/mol. 

Therefore the bonding energy BEAg-o is given by the formula. 

Hads/O/Ag = DO2 - 2 BEAg.O 

BEAg.o = (493.87+177.2 )/2 = 335.53 KJ/mol. 

For the case of Pt, 

AHads/O/Pt = - 230 KJ /mol. 

Therefore , 

BEp,<) = 361.93 KJ/mol. 

Finally it is interesting to compare the heat of adsorption for atomic O on Ag ( AHo -

177.2 kJ/ mol.) with the heat of formation of bulk Ag^O ( - 60.6 kJ/ mol.). Oxygen 

atoms are thus bonded more strongly at the surface of metallic silver than in bulk Ag20, 

the same conclusion holds for metals such as Ni, Cu, Pt, Pd and Rh as opposed to metals 

further to the left in the periodic table where AHo is close to the heat of oxide formation. 



CHAPTER 6 

CATALYTIC SILVER 

6.1 Results and Discussion 

The set of experiments that we conducted for silver are along the lines of the procedures 

adopted for the platinum devices in Chapter 4. Figure 6.1 shows the QE of a bare silver 

coating 10 A thin with no antireflection coating. The curve is representative of a fully 

charged device and it shows very little transmission loss. Our modeling results indicate 

negligible losses in transmission up to a thickness of 40 A. The next step was to test the 

stability in a hydrogen environment. The dewar was backfilled with 1 Torr forming gas 

which is a gas with a 90:10 nitrogenroxygen ratio. QE was monitored as a function of the 

photocurrent over time. Figure 6.2 shows negligible fluctuations in the response of the 

system. The QE curve after hydrogen exposure in Figure 6.3 shows a slight increase in the 

visible region. We are not sure if this is an artifact or a valid reading. Hydrogen is slightly 

more electronegative than silver. Hydrogen is dissociatively adsorbed on the silver only at 

very low temperatures ~ 100 °K [ Geunseop Lee & Plummer 1995 ]. At higher 

temperatures, the H2-Ag interaction is very weak and leads to little or no dissociation 

[Mijoule et ai. 1991 ]. The stability of this coating is further confirmed by vacuum hold 

tests 2is seen in Figure 6.3. The QE is found to be invariable over time. 
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We have already proveri two benefits of the catalytic coating over the platinum films: 

• inertness to a hydrogen environment at room temperature 

• invariant QE in an outgassing dewar environment 

Our next steps will be to test the compatibility of the coating with the hafnium oxide AR 

material and to also see the response under cold conditions. 

6.1.1 UV optimized silver coating 

We deposited 20 A of silver and 180 A of HfOi by evaporation in a single shoot under 

vacuum to make sure that the silver was not contaminated in any way or exposed directly 

to the ambient. This ensures a clean catalytic surface. The AR coating is optimized for 

the ultraviolet range. Figure 6.4 illustrates the increased charging effect of silver in 

comparison to a platinum surface. A pronounced increase is seen from 220-270 nm. The 

increased quantum efficiency in the ultraviolet is due to a larger transfer of negative charge 

from the metal to the chemisorbed oxygen atom [Rao et al. 1990] as explained in Section 

5.3. 

The hydrogen exposure tests and vacuum hold tests were repeated and yielded similar 

positive results. Cold tests were conducted using a refrigerated dewar with a cold probe 

which was pumped down to 10"^ torr. The turbo system was constantly pumping as the 

device was cooled. The advantage of the system lies in the fact that the temperature can 
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be gradually reduced. Since each QE test takes at least 15 minutes, liquid nitrogen 

cooling would not be useful in monitoring the variation with temperature accurately. In 

our current setup, measurements are done at intervals of -20 °C. The temperature is 

allowed to stabilize for at least 15 minutes before a measurement is taken. 

Figure 6.5 shows the QE vs temperature curve. A drop in QE is immediately seen at 0 °C 

in the 220 to 270 nm range. The curve in the rest of the wavelength region follows the 

RT curve fairly closely except for a slight drop in the IR. The drop in the IR is due to an 

increase in the band gap at colder temperatures. With colder temperatures, the response 

continues to drop slighdy in the UV range but still remains well above the QE of a 

platinum device with reference to Figure 4.5. At -75 °C, the values at 250 nm is 60 % and 

at 310 nm is 72 % which is very much higher than the platinum devices. Comparable 

values of the platinum device are in the 30-40 % range. In the visible and IR ranges, the 

QE drops much more slowly compared to the ultraviolet scan. 

The QE drop in the UV range is hypothesized to be a direct effect of increased water 

adsorption at lower temperatures [Thiel & Madey 1987]. The water molecule reacts with 

the silver surface through the oxygen atoms chemisorbed on the surface. The H20-0-Ag 

system was extensively investigated with particular emphasis on hydroxyl formation 

through the reaction [Canepa er a/. 1995]. 

H2O + 0(al -^20Ha (6.1) 
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Hydroxyl groups are formed in place of O groups resulting in -Ag-OH-Ag- chains in the 

<I 10> direction perpendicular to the initial -Ag-O-Ag- rows. At the Ag/ SiO; interface, 

the O atoms stick out into the silicon dioxide whereas the OH groups are flatter and form 

along the same plane as the Ag atoms. A drop in QE is a direct result of this orientation 

and also due to the covalent mixing between OH IK (O 2p-like) and metal d orbitals with 

less electron transfer than the stronger Ag-O ionic bond [Canepa et al. 1993]. 

The decrease in response in the UV is due to a loss of charge in the system. An RGA 

analysis inside the dewar reveals mostly water (>90%) in the system. It is certain that with 

an ultrahigh vacuum system, better sensitivity can be obtained due to reduction in the 

water percentage of the system. Our tests are done with a turbomolecular pump. The 

system was cooled only 5 minutes after pumping down the system to 10"* torr. Hence, 

there is enough water that can very quickly condense on the surface. 

In an effort to reduce the effect of water, we pumped for two days continuously on the 

same dewar before cooling the device. Figure 6.6 results in a very interesting set of 

curves. The following features are worth highlighting; 

1. Values are higher in the UV range by an average of 6% compared to Figure 6.5. 

2. An anomalous behavior is noted with a decrease in QE with temperature below 270 

nm and a steady increase above 270 nm. The rise is significant from 300 to 450 nm. 

Figure 6.7 is a sectional view of the QE curve from 200 to 500 nm. 
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Figure 6.6 : Temperature effects of QE on UV optimized silver device under good vacum 
conditions. Drop in QE is reduced compared to Figure 6.5. 
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Figure 6.7 : Enlarged view of Figure 6.6. The quantum efficiency in (he UV range at cold 
temperatures does not drop significantly. 
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At present, we are unable to furnish a theory to explain this phenomenon. However, it is 

certain that since there is little water vapor left in this system to react with the adsorbed 

oxygen, we see much less QE loss during cooling. This is the typical response expected in 

operation since the pressure in this dewar was in the 10"' to lO'^torr range. 

The anomalous decrease below 270 nm is harder to explain. The inflection point of 270 

nm also happens to be the wavelength at which the absorption length is the shortest at 50 

9 

A. It is possible that the loss is a physical effect. At this time, we do not have an 

explanation. 

Finally, we present Figure 6.8 to demonstrate the superiority of the silver device over 

platinum. The relative QE at -80 °C is plotted against wavelength. There is an average 

60% increase in QE in the UV range and a moderate 20 % increase in the visible slightly 

increasing to the infrared. 

6.1.2 Visible • IR Optimized Catalytic Silver CCDs 

Figure 6.9 is the QE vs temperature plot of a silver catalytic device with a thick 800 A 

antireflection coating optimized for the visible. Very high QEs -95% and above are seen 

approaching theoretical values. These values are routine for UV flooded and PPtF devices 

too. No change is seen with temperature except for a slight drop in the infrared range due 

to the band gap increase with colder temperatures. The catalytic surface is well passivated 
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Figure 6.8 : Comparison of a silver coated device versus PPtF device at -80 °C. 
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Figure 6.9 : Temperature effects on QE of visible optimized Ag device. 
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from any ambient effects. Hydrogen and vacuum hold tests did not cause any noticeable 

difference in the response of the system. 

The UV flood stability of the system is demonstrated in Figure 6.10. No significant 

change is seen after UV flooding for 10 minutes. 
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6.2 Discussion / Calculations 

We have expjerimentally proven the efficiency of the silver coatings for the backside 

charging of Charge Coupled Devices. In this section, we develop the theory that governs 

this unique charging process. We will also illustrate why this system is very different 

compared to other catalytic MOS structures that are utilized in gas sensors. 

A dipole is known to exist at the interface, formed by the dissociated atoms and the layer 

on the metal surface. The potential due to this dipole has been attributed to the change in 

the flat bond voltage that is measured across the MOS device. A dipole consists of two 

parallel sheets of equal and opposite charge densities. It is well known that the field inside 

the dipole is a / e where 'a' is the charge density and 'e' is the permittivity of the 

medium. For a surface-charge density of lO'Vcm" and a separation of 2-3 A between the 

layers, the voltage is typically around 1 V. As seen in Figure 6.11 the field outside of a 

dipole is zero [Feynmann et al. 1967]. At large enough distances, compared to the 

separation of the charges, the effect of the positive and negative charges cancel each other 

and the voltage too goes to zero. 

All gas sensors work on the principle that the change in potential due to a dipole is 

measured when the leads across the gate and the substrate are connected to measure the 

flat band voltage [Lundstrom. et al. 1975, Somarjai 1985]. The system, if open circuited, 

would not reveal voltage effects as the dipole should theoretically exhibit no effect outside 
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Fig. 6.11 : Two parallel sheets of charge with equal and opposite 
charge densities. 
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itself. However, the backside of the CCD with a catalytic coating is known to charge the 

device although it is an open circuited structure. Herein, we develop a theory to explain 

this charging effect which is unique to our device structure. 

Consider an O atom chemisorbed at the Pt/SiOo or Ag/SiO: interface. A negative charge 

is transferred from the metal to the oxygen due to the higher electronegativity of the 

gaseous species. The oxygen atom ends up negatively charged and is chemisorbed to an 

adjacent positive image charge in the metal. Conventionally, the layer of positive charges 

in the metal and the negative oxygen atoms form a dipole as seen in Figure 6.12. Since 

the platinum or silver layer is very thin, oxygen chemisorption at the metal/ oxide interface 

is easily achieved by diffusion and chemisorption [Somaijai 1972]. The negative oxygen 

atom sticks out into the insulator and the positive charge resides in the metal. The metal 

layer is on the order of 10-20 A has no electrode attached to it. 

The reason for the charging effect as being chemisorbed oxygen atoms is conclusively 

proven by deposition of silver, a low work function metal and a strong oxygen catalyst. 

A dipole without any leads across it. cannot cause either a voltage or a change in voltage. 

The negative voltage would have to be from a sheet of uncompensated negative charge or 

a row of oxygen atoms. 

Each silver atom ties up two oxygen atoms as seen in Figure 6.12. An excess of negative 

charge is possible only if the positive charges in the metal are being screened. 
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In a conductor , electrons move freely in the material, but cannot leave the surface. There 

are so many free electrons that any electric field will set large numbers of them in motion 

or the motion of these electrons will cease as they discharge the sources producing this 

field. Therefore in the interior of the metal, the field is always zero. The penetration 

depth of the electronic surface is called the Debye length'd' given by: 

1/ /2 
(6.2) 

The higher the free carrier concentration in the material, the smaller the Debye length. For 

electron concentration of 10" cm'^or larger, the space charge is restricted to distances on 

the order of one atomic layer or even less [Hiemenz 1986]. It is therefore logical to 

conclude that the positive charges in the metal are at least partially screened. Assuming 

that each chemisorbed atom contributes a singular charge, we can calculate the charge 

density as a function of the surface coverage. The potential due to a layer of free charges 

is given by the equation (t)o = a / 2e. In section 2.4, we have already calculated the charge 

density at the oxide required to accumulate the backside of the CCD. Table 6.1 shows the 

number of charges required to produce a charging voltage Vs at the p-epi silicon surface. 

d = 
2 G 

bulk 

The critical gate voltage required to accumulate the backside is only -0.2 V. The area 

density of a surface is lO'^ /cm". A typical adsorption isotherm of oxygen on platinum or 

silver reveals a coverage of 0 - 0.4. Even if 1% of these charges are not screened i.e. 
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Fig. 6.12: Screening of positive charge by the metal causes a partial uncompensated sheet of 
negative oxygen ions. The field due to these free charges accumulates the p-Si. 
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lO'" /cm', it ensures an equivalent gate voltage of -0.926 V, a value much higher than the 

required critical voltage. 

Table 6.1 : Voltage caused by chemisorbed ions 

Vs (volts) a (/cm^) 

-0.1 5.25 X 10'° 

-0.15 1.48 X 10" 

-0.206 4.068 X 10" 

-0.387 2.2 X 10'^ 

-0.5 1.349 X 10'^ 

6.2.1 Time Constant 

The success of the catalytic process is governed by the ability of the chemisorbed atom to 

stay bound to the surface for very long time scales. A charge that will remain bound 

during reasonable excursions of temperature and pressure guarantees stability of the 

response of the CCDs. 

On approaching the surface, each atom or molecule encounters an attractive potential that 

ultimately will bind it to the surface. It is always an exothermic process and involves 

trapping of atoms or molecules that are incident on the surface. The residence time is 

given by [Tompkins 1978], 
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T = To exp ( AHads / RT ) (6.3) 

where TQ is correlated with the surface atom vibration times ~ 10"'" sec. T is the 

temperature, R is the gas constant and AHads is the heat of adsorption. Table 6.2 gives a 

breakdown of the values for chemisorption of hydrogen and oxygen on platinum and silver 

[Tompkins 1983; Besenbacher & Norskov 1993]. 

Table 6.2 : Residence time of chemisorbed gases on metals 

System Heat of Adsorption (kcal mol " Time constant (seconds) 

P t - O  230 2.06 E+28 

P t - H  74 9.36 

Ag - 0 177 1.15 E+19 

A g - H  52 1.3 E-03 

The values above point to an irreversible chemisorption of oxygen and reversible 

dissociative adsorption of hydrogen at room temperatures. As a result, the oxygen atoms 

are held tenaciously to the substrate and are difficult to remove. This ensures that the 

charge will remain unaffected unless it is chemically reacted upon. In the platinum system, 

water formation through reaction with hydrogen at lower temperatures depletes the 

oxygen. Hydrogen is dissociatively adsorbed on silver only at lower temperatures 
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< 100 °K. Hydrogen is also slightly more electronegative than silver; hence it contributes 

to the charging, contrary to the case in the platinum system where hydrogen is the main 

reason for the instability of the device. 
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CHAPTER 7 

FUTURE WORK 

The CCD lab at the Steward Observatory, University of Arizona has been involved in the 

manufacture of backside illuminated devices for a decade now. The success and high yield 

of the devices produced greatly depend on the skill and attention to detail of the 

production engineers. Our goal is to make the highest quality CCD devices in the world. 

The new catalytic charging process has proved to be the best solution for charging CCDs 

compared to all other techniques. The charging is stable, permanent and invariant even 

under adverse conditions, namely hydrogen or hydrocarbon exposures and cold 

temperature conditions. 

The fumre directives are targeted towards exploring novel charging techniques that 

permanendy charge the backside and are not chemical in nature. In sections 7.2 and 7.3, 

we will propose two new techniques, namely Dielectric Charging and Non Volatile Charge 

Storage for CCDs. 

In lieu of the new charging mechanism, we propose the BESOI (Bonded Etch-back 

Silicon on Insulator) process as an alternative to our current production scheme. The 

following section elucidates the procedures and highlights of this process that promises to 

offer some advantages; particularly 
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* high temperature backside oxide 

* higher yield 

* ease of production of large format thinned CCDs 

7.1 Wafer Bonding for CCDs 

In the VLSI era of high density, submicron and ultra thin devices, a wafer bonding and 

thinning process hopes to offer flexibility and solutions. The BESOI ( Bonded Etch back 

Silicon On Insulator) [Lasky 1986, Shimbo M. et al. 1986, Maszara W. P. et al. 1986] as 

the name suggests involves bonding of a device and handle wafer which can later be 

etched away. In our proposed version, the BESOI process is utilized only to provide a 

backing substrate for our CCDs and the handle wafer will subsequently be etched off after 

fabrication and flip chip bonding of a CCD to a Si substrate. The aim is to produce a 

thinned CCD with a high quality thermal oxide, whose imaging surface has not been 

exposed to an acid etch. 

The aim of the bonding process is to create an irreversible bond between two silicon or 

oxide surfaces. The bond should be strong and fairly void free. One of the obvious 

prerequisites is that the wafers be extremely flat and the process be conducted in a 

microclean environment so as to avoid contamination. Lasky et al. have further 

discovered that the surfaces should be hydrophilic [Lasky 1986, Harendt et al. 1991], The 

two wafers are aligned using an alignment jig and allowed to settle on each other. No 
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pressure is used and Van der Waals forces [Dzyaloshinski 1961] initiates weak bonding 

between the surfaces. Lasky further describes the imponance of OH radicals chemically 

adsorbed to the silicon atoms. Annealing of the bonded wafers at elevated temperatures 

leads to polymerization of the = SiOH silanol groups resulting in an irreversible bond 

between the two wafers. Reaction has been observed to be successful over temperatures 

ranging from 7(X)-1200°C, for times ranging from 10 min. to 14 hr [Harendt et al. 1991 ]. 

= Si - OH + HO - Si = -> = Si - O - Si = + H.O (7.1) 

The combination of Van der Waals bonding and annealing of the OH groups leads to 

wafers perfectly bonded together on an atomic scale. 

7.1.1 Device and Handle Wafers 

The actual CCD will be fabricated after bonding the handle wafer and the seed wafer 

which we will refer to as the device wafer. The device wafer consists of a stack of : 

i) 600 |J.m p+ layer 

ii) 15-17 nm p-epi layer; resistivity 40 /cm 

iii) 50 A dry thermal oxide 

iv) 1 |im PECVD SIBNA 

v) 1 fim CVD Silicon dioxide. 
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The handle wafer has 1000 A thermal net oxide over a 500 fim p* layer. We have 

carefully chosen the etch stops in the process and the reasoning behind the choice of layers 

and etch stops will be apparent in the following sections. 

a) pV p-epi etch stop 

b) Si02 / Si3N4 tribochemical etch stop 

c) Si3N4 / dry SiO^ dry etch stop 
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7.1.2 Basic Process steps for Backside Illuminated Thinned CCDs 

The process is illustrated in the sequence of Figures from Figure 7.1 (a) to Figure 7.1 (d) 

i) Initially a BESOI handle wafer is Van der Waals bonded to the device wafer. The 

oxidized surfaces are annealed to form an irreversible bond at 1000 °C for 10-15 min. 

ii) The p" layer on top of the epi layer is selectively etched using a standard HF : HNO?: 

CH3COOH solution in the ratio of 1:3:8 [Klein et al. 1962. Robbins et al. I960]. 

The selectivity of Uie etch is very high and stops at the p-epi layer. The surface of 

the epi layer can be polished with a KMn04 based epi- etch. [ 2.1 g KMn04, 525 ml 

HF, 525 ml CH3OOH ]. This yields a surface ready for passivation and IC fabrication. 

iii) The necessary implantation, masks and diffusion procedures are carried out towards 

fabrication of a CCD on this layer as seen in Figure 7.1( c ). The key to the process 

lies in thinning the frontside instead of the backside imaging surface. 

iv) The wafer then bump bonded to a silicon substrate that has a set of complementary 

bumps. The gap is underflowed with epoxy to fortify the structure. The steps to 

follow involve removing all the layers above 50 A thermal oxide namely; the handle 

wafer, bonded oxide layers and silicon nitride layer. The final device is as shown in 

Figure 7.1 (d). The etching processes are explained in the following section. 

v) A thin layer of catalytic coating is deposited by evaporation followed by a HfOi 

antireflection coating. 
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Figure 7.1 : BESOl Process Steps for CCDs 
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7.1.3 Tribochemical Polishing 

This method is used to remove the top Si handle wafer and the silicon dioxide underneath. 

Syton polishing [Morcom et al. 1976] is a good choice for selectivity with respect to the 

silicon nitride layer. 

Syton is a suspension of SiO: particles ( 30 ^im diameter) in a NaOH solution which is a 

standard silicon polishing slurry causing no subsurface damage. The hydroxide ions 

oxidize the silicon and the oxidized material is removed by the combined action of the pad 

and the fused silica particles. This is the principle behind a tribochemical polishing 

process. Polish step of Syton polishing is the silicon nitride layer. Silicon Nitride is 

chemically very inert and resistant and acts as a diffusion barrier for most chemical 

elements. 

7.1.4 Reactive Plasma Etching: 

Our choice of a dry procedure for selective etching of Si3N4 offers the following 

advantages; 

i) It is a very clean process and requires less post cleaning 

ii) No waxing or shielding of the rest of the device is necessary. 

During wet etching of Si3N4, 85% Ortho-phosphoric acid solution in water at 80 °C is a 

preferred choice [Wolf 1990]. In our system, the wax does not hold up to those high 

temperamres and other complicated ways of shielding the rest of the device namely the 

substrate, underflowed epoxy etc. have to be explored. In contrast to wet etching, dry 
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etching is based on the use of one or more gases as the vehicle for the etching species. By

products are gaseous and can be removed by pumping. 

In reactive etching, the ionized gas has radicals that react chemically with the material 

being etched [Anner 1990], A commonly used gas is CF4. The fundamental reaction that 

proceeds due to the plasma is ; 

CF4 + e- F * + CF3 + 2e" (7.2) 

It has been determined that the excited atomic form F* has a long lifetime - 0.1 to 1 sec 

in comparison to CF3 - 10|is . The active radical for SiOa etching is CFi"^: 

SiO. i  + CF3" T -> SiFm T + CO / CO. T (7.3) 

The K species is responsible for providing the etching of Si and Si3N4. 

Si + 4 r -> SiF4 T (7.4) 

Si3N4 + 12rT^ 3SiF4T+2N2T (7.5) 

If the actual etchant is limited to the F" a selectivity ratio of - 6 is obtained for SiN4 / dry 

SiOi. The etch rate is ~ 300 A. One of the primary concerns with regards to CCDs is 

whether the plasma will damage the charge. A barrel reactor is employed to shield the 

wafer from the plasma [Rosemalen et al. 1991]. A metal Faraday cage is usually placed 

around the wafer boat to prevent charged particles from reaching the surface. 

In summary, the BESOI process adapted for CCDs will accomplish the following: 

1) A high quality thermal oxide with less fixed oxide charges 
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2) A virtually perfect imaging surface unexposed to acids or other contaminants 

3) High yield process reducing human errors appreciably. 

4) Possibility of making large mosaics without any loss of imaging pixels 
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7.2 Dielectric Charging 

The main problem in a back illuminated CCD is the fixed positive charges in the oxide 

layer. It is conceivable that an antireflection coating can be chosen that exhibits donor 

states or has a density of negative charges in it to compensate for the oxide charges. 

Hafnium oxide has been used as an antireflection coating and it is well known that we see 

no charges in the system after evaporating a HfO^ layer on SiO^. We have tried two other 

coatings, namely, alumina and silicon nitride. The alumina was thermally evaporated and 

the silicon nitride was grown using a low temperature process called Secondary Ion 

Reactive Sputtering (SIRS). Both dielectrics are known to produce enhancement modes 

in n-channel devices[BaIk & Stephany 1971, Ross & Wallmark 1969, Wallmark & Scott 

1969]. This means that they exhibit donor states or negative charges at the insulator/ 

oxide interface and also in the bulk. 

We deposited a layer of alumina on our oxide to see if there was any charging effect. 

Contrary to the above hypothesis, we see that the alumina discharges the device. Figure 

7.2 shows a QE response far lesser than an uncharged device. UV flooding of the device 

did not show any improvement. Our understanding of the system is not very clear but it is 

imperative that positive charges are somehow developed in the AI2O3. Alumina is used as 

a catalyst in humidity sensors and it dissociates water into FT and OH. It is possible that 

an acidic environment could cause an excess of positive charge on the surface. Our 

preliminary conclusions are that alunnina may not be suitable for our system. 
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7.3 Non Volatile Storage Devices 

In an effort to introduce negative charges in the dielectric layer, we have looked into the 

concept of non volatile memory devices. Since the preparation of the first non volatile 

memory device [Kahng et al. 1967], various device structures have been made namely. 

(EAROMs) - Electrically alterable read only memory, (EPROMs) - the erasable-

programmable read only memory and (NVRAMs) - the nonvolatile random access 

memory[Sze 1977]. The two basic types are the floating gate devices and MIOS (Metal 

oxide insulator oxide silicon) devices illustrated in Figure 7.3. 

A common feature in both structures is a thin oxide layer which allows for easy tunneling 

of electrons from the adjacent silicon semiconductor. When a high enough voltage is 

applied to the gate, charges are injected from the silicon across the oxide into the floating 

gate or the oxide-insulator interface. Even after the voltage is removed, the charges 

remain due to the lower probability of back ainneling and the potential barriers on both 

sides as seen in Figure 7.4. 

Charges can be stored for long durations - 100 years with dielectrics like AliO;* or Si3N4. 

The dielectric stack in Figure 7.3 is very much like that of a CCD which has a thin oxide 

followed by a layer of catalytic coating and a final antireflection layer. The backside can 

easily be made to mimic a non volatile memory device structure. 
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The floating gate requires two layers of metal which will make it more optically absorbing. 

Also, retention times are known to be low due to lateral charge leakage in the floating 

gate. An MIOS device is better suited. Figure 7.5 shows the sequence of layers namely, 

thin silver dioxide. Insulator ( AI2O3, SiN4 ) and 40 A silver. Alumina or silicon nitride is 

used due to the high density of electron state traps that they form with the silica interface. 

Additionally, the bulk nitride or alumina has traps too which can be easily filled [Chang 

1977, Young et al. 1988, Aminzadeh. et al. 1988]. Silver is used as it is not only 

conductive at 40°A thickness but also UV transparent. When a high enough positive 

voltage is applied on the gate, an inversion region forms in the p-silicon. Electrons tunnel 

from the semiconductor into the oxide conduction band, dropping into traps at the nitride-

oxide interface and are also further excited into traps in the bulk [Frohman et al. 1969, 

Hsiaera/. 1979, Ferris er a/. 1973]. Alumina is less conductive than SijNa and hence 

should have higher retentivity. 

The test structure in Figure 7.5 was used to charge the device. A positive lead from the 

power supply was directly contacted to the silver surface and the negative/ ground 

connection was to the substrate pin or p-epi layer. No change was seen in the 

electrometer photoresponse even for voltages as high as 40 V. It is possible that creation 

of an inversion region is far more difficult in the absence of source and drain voltages. UV 

flooding was done while simultaneously applying the voltage. UV light creates minority 

carriers which can be collected by application of a positive gate voltage and stored in the 

bulk alumina or alumina-oxide interface. 
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